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DINKY TOYS
Mechanical  Horse  and  Open

Wagon ,  No .  33w
Price 2 9 each (including tax)

Jeep, No .  1S3a
Price 2 9 each ( including tax)Doub le  Deck  Bus

No ,  29c
Price 3 2 each (including t ax i

Avel ing-Barford Diesel  Ro l l e r
No .  2Sp

Price 5 9 each

DINKY
SUPERTOYS
These wonderfu l  models arc similar i n  style to
the  famous D inky  Toys, bu t  much larger. The
Foden Wagon,  for instance, is 7A in .  long,  and the
Guy  Lo r r y  5 |  in .  long. The great amount  o f
accurate detai l  included gives the  models ■

str ik ingly realistic appearance.

Foden Diesel  8-wheel  Wagon

Price 10 6 each ( including tax

Loudspeaker Van  No .  34c
Price 2 2 each

Armstrong-Siddeley  Coupe
No .  38e

Price 2 9 each (including t ax i

Riley Saloon
No .  40a

Price 2 9 each ( including tax i

Price 7 6 each ( including tax)

Lagonda Sports  Coupe
No .  38c

Price 3 - each (including t ax i

MADE IN  ENGLAND BY MECCANO L IM ITED
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DIESEL  POWERED
FEATURES —
AH  parts  accurately  cut to  shape

Simple inter locking construction

New type  plastic mou lded
propel ler

Comple te  with bear ings,  skeg ,
driving dog  and  propel ler  shaf t

Simple to construct, fast and
reliable, the ‘Whippet1 incor-
porates several new features
that make i t  the perfect power
boat. I t  may be powered by
petrol or diesel engines of the
1—2 ex. class and sailed free
o r  ‘round the pole/

Complete kit 21z-
Place your order with your local dealer as we are unable to supply direct

UAftE N ENLLAKD 0V

INTERNATIONAL MODEL  A lRCRAFT LTD • MERTON • LONDON • /W  ■ I 9
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WE NOW OFFER FROM STOCK a range of
over Fifty SHIPS' FITTINGS in  two sixes (1 S in. scale
and 3/16 in. scale), beautifully finished and ready for

easy assembly.
THE MARINE MOTOR for motor boats up  to
1 metre, works on dry battery o r  accumulator, 6-8

volts, weight 15 ozs. Price 37 6.
For particulars of these and other models now available,

wri te now for List (SF 17). Price 1 / -
(L/17). Price 6d. Stock List of Model Supplies,

BASSETT-LOWKE LTD.
NORTHAMPTON

Eft lnH LONDON:  112. High Holborn, W.C 2.
MANCHESTER: 28, Corporation Street,

DUNLOP
the

world's
master

tyre

VITALITY IIIILIIS
IMPROVED SUPPLIES NOW  AVAILABLE
ADVISE IF  YOUR RftAlLER CANNOT SUPPLY
BECAUSE 5LIGHTtV BETTER STOCKS SHOULD

®W|IN .THfc SHOPS-x

VITALITY BULBS LTD. NEVILLE PLACE

p ----’“TRIDENT”------
WATERLINE KITS 1 in. = 50  ft.

R.M.S.  "Queen El izabeth”  and
"Queen Mary”

Length 20 inches , , ,  13/1 each post free

R.XLS. “Maure tan ia”
Length 15 inches , , 11/1 each post tree

I, R .  AMIS  LIMITED
536 ,  K INGSTON ROAD,  LONDON S .W.20

8H/312
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A Grand Toy

Many hundreds  o f  thousands  o f  ch i ldren  treasure the i r

Tri -ang  Toys as the i r  f inest  possessions. They’ve a lready

had lo t s  of  fun  wi th  them and  know they’ l l  be  a

constant  source  o f  p leasure  for months  to  come.  Tr i -ang

Toys are not  just  p lay th ings  for  a day, they’re made  to

last, and  they’re  toys  tha t  the  youngs ters  are  proud  to

possess. The  k iddies  l ike  the  up-to-date des igns ,  and  the

smart  and co lour fu l  finish of  Tri -ang toys.  The  new

Pedal  Racer  i l lus trated  here  will  be  eager ly  sought  for

by  the  young  folks.  They  wil l  be  coming  off the

product ion  l ine  fast  soon,  but  l ike  a l l  good things ,  they’re

most ly  for  expor t .  Ask  your  local toy shop  about  Tri-ang

Toys—they  wi l l  be  glad to  he lp  you .

MADE IN ENGLAND BY

L INES BROS.  LTD. ,  MERTON,  LONDON S .W.19
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“ItNA facts on
STRENGTH,  SPEEDINESS

AND SMARTNESS

STRENGTH Matt McGrath,
who stood 6 ft. in height, and
weighed 17 st. 10 lb., threw a
56 lb. weight 40 ft. 6 |  in. 1

SPEED In 1937, S. C.
Wooderson (Great Britain)
ran rhe mile in 4 minutes,
6.6 seconds I

SMARTNESS The  Coldstream
Guards were formed in 1659.
They are renowned for their
smartness.

It’s strong, it's speedy, and it’s smart,
Reliable in every way ;

The pride of any schoolboy*s heart,
Ifs time you had a B.S.AJ

Free — Ful ly-I l lustrated  Cata-
logue! Just send a postcard to

B.S .A .  CYCLES LTD. ,  31  ARMOURY ROAD.  BIRMINGHAM,  u .
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Next Month: "A  VISIT TO A PEAT FARM.' By R Winstone
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February 1948MAGAZINE
With the Editor

horses will not make me divulge the name
and address of this bright lad, as I am sure
that  he would be promptly visited by a
great crowd of indignant readers and
destroyed utterly.

I thank readers who have written to me
on this matter. I hope they will all watch
the progress of the "M.M” during the
next few months, and then let me know
whether they agree with the changes that
have been made.* ♦ * *

A notable visitor last month to the
Meccano Works was Lord Baden- Powell,
son of the founder of the Boy Scout Move-
ment. Accompanied by his young son, he
made a complete tour of the works, and
watched with keen interest the various
stages in the making of Meccano products.

Solving the  Paper Problem
I was really astonished at the extent

of the response to my invitation in the
December "M.M." for suggestions for
dealing with the problem set by the
reduction of paper for the Magazine. I
had expected that many readers would
suggest the dropping’ of one or more of
the regular features, but to my surprise
only one reader made such a proposal.
'1 Ins seems to indicate that, although
readers have their own favourite subjects,
they are sufficiently interested in other
subjects to wish to retain the monthly
notes. A careful check of all the post-
cards and letters received shows that by
far the majority of writers favour the
inclusion of all the regular features, with
a reduction from two pages to one page
where necessary, this reduction to apply
to each feature in turn. I am in full
agreement with this plan, and I will try i t
during the next few issues. It  may turn
out to be necessary to omit some feature
entirely from a particular issue, but I
will avoid this if at  all possible.

A few readers suggested that the
Magazine should be issued in alternate
months. This would certainly allow each
issue to be a good size, but I am sure
that most readers would object to having
to wait two months for their next “M.M.**
Another proposal was that  I should make
greater use of the small type, but  I am
not in favour of this. I have to use it for
such items as "Railway Noles** and
News,** but for general articles the larger
type is much more readable. As a matter
of fact I should like to drop the small
type altogether, as I find that its use makes
proof-reading a very trying business.

One correspondent startled me by
suggesting that  there would be a lot more
room if all pictures were omitted. Wild
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A Luxury Tramcar
Glasgow's Experimental Vehicle

joint efforts of the Presidents of the
leading street tramway companies. In
1929 they realised that the tramcar of
that day was no longer adequate for the
swift and comfortable movement of large
numbers of people. After exhaustive
tests and experiments the first of the new
street cars, to use the American name,
was delivered in 1936. It was a super-
streamlined product. Good springing and
wheels with rubber cushions, the lavish
use of rubber generally to provide for
smooth and easy riding, and the intro-
duction of control equipment that gave
rapid acceleration and braking in easy
stages to avoid jerkincss, were notable
improvements: and double doors, low
steps and glareless illumination, with
heating and ventilating systems, helped to
give a vehicle that was swift, safe and
comfortable.

Many improvements have now been
made, and to-day great numbers of P.C.C.
tramcars are in operation in Chicago,
Philadelphia and other large cities in the
United States, as well as in Toronto in
Canada, In this country Blackpool and
Glasgow have provided outstanding ex-
amples of improvement in traincar design
and construction by introducing vehicles

ALTHOUGH we appear to be living in
the age of the motor bus, and in many

cities and towns indeed motor vehicles
have entirely replaced tramcars, yet the
latter are not necessarily doomed to
extinction. The motor bus certainly has
many advantages. I t  is not confined to a
fixed track, but can thread its way readily
through crowded streets. Its route can be
varied easily as required, as no elaborate
installation of tracks and overhead wires
is required for it; and the breakdown of
one bus docs not involve holding up all
those that come after it, as is the case
within certain limits with the tramcar.

The older method of street transport has
not by any means been proved to be out
of date, however. Many of the objections
that have been raised to it are based on
experiences with old vehicles, and recent
determined efforts to design tramcars of
modern construction that provide speedier
and more comfortable travel than in the
past may yet lead to a change in polity.

The beginning of this development came
from the United States, where what is
known as the P.C.C. car has been introduced.
These initials mean "Presidents’ Conference
Committee," and the new type o’f tramcar
denoted by this name is the result of the

meccanoindex.co.uk
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resistance with the correct number of
steps, which is used both for starting and
for rheostatic braking. Air wheel and
track brakes are employed, the compressor
being housed under the front stair. The
normal service brake will be the air wheel
brake supplied by a separate valve, while
the emergency brake will be applied by
moving the lever of the control on to the
brake notches, giving first an air track
brake, the air wheel brake being released,
and then a combination of air track brake,
magnetic track brake and dynamic braking.

The drive is by means of a worm and

with characteristic P.C.C. features.
The latest British example of the P.C.C.

type of tramcar is an experimental x chicle
that has been completed in Glasgow. This
has a front entrance and a separate rear
exit in order to speed up loading and
unloading. Normally such an arrangement
would have meant a change in the stair-
ways to the upper saloons, for instead of
the spiral stairway on each platform, a
feature of Glasgow tramcars that has
proved to be very safe, straight stairs
within the body would have been necessary.
This would have reduced the number of
seats. To avoid this a tramcar that  can
be driven from one end only has been
designed. This is suitable for any of
several circular routes operated in the
city, and with little alterations can l>e
used also on other lines.

The new tramcar is shown in the illustra-
tions on these pages. I t  has been designed
to try out the most modern tramway
electrical equipment made in this country.
I t  follows the lines of the P.C.C. car and
is expected to show a higher acceleration,
with smooth starting and stopping, than
has ever before been achieved in Great
Britain.

The new vehicle has a seating capacity
of 34 in the lower saloon and 38 in the
upper saloon, making a total of 72. Every
effort has been made to obtain a pleasing
and artistic effect with the interior and
exterior decoration. The bottom panels
of the body are royal blue in colour,
window frames sky blue and the upper
sheeting pale blue. Materials that are
easily cleaned are being used for interior
coverings.

The seats are made of steel tubular
frames fitted with spring cushions. Those
in the upper saloon are trimmed with
leather, and moquette with leather band-
ings is used for those in the lower saloon.
AU are of the non -reversible type, and
there is ample leg room between the seats.

A special feature of the car is the use of an
air-operated double sliding entrance door,
under the control of the driver, which can
only be opened when the vehicle comes
to rest. I t  is hoped in this way to reduce
the number of platform accidents, and
rubber cushions fitted to the edges of the
door will prove a further safeguard. Light-
ing in both saloons is by daylight
Huoerscent lamps; there are ten tubes,
each 4 ft. long, in the lower saloon, and
ten 3 ft. long in the upper saloon.

The electrical equipment consists of four
light-weight high speed motors, each of
41 h.p., and these are controlled by a

Front view of the new experimental tramcar now
in  service i n  Glasgow. A side view is shown on the
opposite page. Photographs by courtesy of E.  R .  L.
Fitzpayne, General Manager, Glasgow Corporation

Transport.

worm wheel, a departure that will reduce
transmission noise. The frame of the
bogie is on the inside of the wheels, so
that resilient road wheels of the type used
on American P.C.C. cars can be installed
if these prove successful in trials that are
now being carried on by the Glasgow
Transport Department. These wheels will
not only eliminate noise, but also will
allow a change to be made readily in the
depot, or even in the street if this should
become necessary. As it will be some time
before full information is obtained from
the trials now in progress the new car has
been fitted with standard wheels.

meccanoindex.co.uk
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P. and O. Liner “MooRan.”

Some Interesting P. and O.  Liners
By Denis Rebbeck, M.A., M Sc, B.Litt., M.I.N.A

length of 581.4 ft., 69.4 ft. breadth and
27.7 ft. depth. She was the first three-
funnel led ship in the P. and O. service.
Though launched in 1918, her completion
was delayed by the Government and she
was not ready for service until 1920.
Some wags in the Belfast shipyards re-
marked a t  the time when the design of
this ship was being altered by order of the
Government on several occasions that the
"Narkunda" had been everything except
a submarine! This three funneller, which
became a great favourite, was sunk during
the Second World War.

A great number of vessels in the P. and
O. fleet have been built by Harland and
Wolff Ltd.; we recall the "Rosetta" which,
completed in 1880, was the first P. and O.
vessel to be built in Ireland, and which
started a long connection with the Belfast
shipyards. Other ships which come to
mind, and which were all built in Belfast,
are the "Marmora" and "Macedonia "
which introduced in 1903 and 1904
respectively the quadruple expansion
engine into the P. and O. service, and a
very remarkable ship, the "Razmak"
(1925). The "Razmak" was built for the
Aden-Bombay shuttle service. She was
only of 10,857 gross tons, but had a speed
of well over 18 knots, and broke a long-
standing record between Bombay and
Aden. When the reconstruction of the
P. and O. services rendered the shuttle
service unnecessary she was sold to a
subsidiary company and immediately broke
the transpacific record on the New Zealand -
San Francisco route.

THIS  year the present P. and O. liner
"Mooltan" will have been in service

for a quarter of a century; this is a fine
tribute to the builders of this famous old
ship, Harland and Wolff Ltd. of Belfast.
The "Mooltan" is one of two sister ships
(the other being the "Maloja") which
sailed from the Belfast shipyards in 1923.
The gross tonnage of each vessel is 20,952
and the dimensions are as follows: length
600.8 ft., breadth 73.4 ft., depth 48.6 ft.
A speed of 17 knots is obtained with twin
screw quadruple expansion steam engines.

These two ships have very pleasing lines,
as will be seen from the photograph, and
their commissioning in 1923 permitted
the P. and O. company to carry out its
scheduled service to the East. As con-
structed, they were built up to the limits
of the economical possibilities of the trade
and the capabilities of the Suez Canal.
An interesting point about the "Mooltan"
and her sister at the time of completion
was that the ships had quadruple expansion
engines instead of steam turbines, so as to
ensure absolute reliability. Bauer-Wach
exhaust turbines were added to the
machinery installation at a later date and
the speed of the ships was thereby im-
proved. These “old timers” have always
been firm favourites.

We are apt to forget such ships as the
"Narkunda" one of the most famous of
the P. and O. liners of the immediate
post-1914-18 war period. The "AtarAiiMtZa”
was also a twin screw vessel, driven by
quadruple expansion steam engines, and
had a gross tonnage of 16,572 with a
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Britain's First Main Line Diesel
M ID-DECEMBER 1947 saw the first

public appearance of Britain’s first
main line diesel locomotive, when L.M.S.
No. 10000, illustrated above, was shown
at Euston Station. This latest develop-
ment in main line motive power, the
introduction of which was foreshadowed
in the "JVf.Af.” last June, thus appeared in
time to mark the close of the grouping era
and the transfer of the main line systems
to national ownership.

No. 10000 is a compact assembly of
mechanical and electrical equipment form-
ing together a 1,600 h.p. motive power
unit over 60 ft. long and weighing over
120 tons. The L.M.S. Chief Mechanical
Engineer, Mr. H. G. Ivatt, has been
responsible for its general design, while
the English Electric Company produced
the diesel engine and electrical appliances.
The power equipment of the locomotive
consists of four main groups. There is
the power unit, including the diesel engine
and the direct-coupled main generator
that is driven by it. Power from the
generator is transmitted to the driving
wheels by means of six traction motors, one
to each axle of the two special six-wheeled
bogies on which the locomotive runs.
Then there is the control gear, and finally
the auxiliary equipment.

The engine is a 16-cylinder Vee-type
four-cycle, turbo-charged unit specially
designed and developed for rail traction
service, and the governing and control gear
has been arranged to facilitate complete
remote control. I t  is started by using the
main generator as a motor, on current sup-
plied from batteries; the electrical circuit
cannot be completed until pressure has been
built up in the engine lubricating system.

A driver’s cab is provided at each end

of the locomotive and in each cab is
mounted a master controller. This includes
the main control handle, the reverscr lever,
and the master switch for starting and
stopping the diesel engine. After having
set the master switch and reverser, these
are then left untouched, and the driver
has full control of the locomotive's speed
and power in a single main control handle.

Adjustable cushioned seats are provided,
and the fittings include windscreen wipers,
with an arrangement for washing windows,
and sanding and horn valves. A "dead-
man’s” treadle is fitted. De-frosters and
sun blinds are provided, and there are
two electric heaters alongside each seat.
Dashboards with indirect lighting to the
various instruments give the crew informa-
tion on the working of the engine and
equipment. Warning lamps are also fitted,
to give indication of anything untoward
happening and enabling the crew to take
necessary action. A passage-way gives
access throughout the locomotive.

The assembly of No. 10000 was carried
out in a new workshop at Derby, the first
of its kind to be assembled by a British
railway company exclusively for the con-
struction and repair of diesel and diesel-
electric locomotives. The power unit was
erected and tested at the English Electric
Company's Works at Rugby and taken to
Derby complete. The new locomotive is
designed to work either independently, or,
coupled to a second unit, to form a
3,200 H.P. locomotive capable of working
the heaviest long-distance expresses. When
working together the two locomotives are
controlled as one unit.

This information, with the photograph
reproduced, were supplied by the former
L.M.S.
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Oil for Britain
II. The Principles of Oi l  Refining

I N the first of these articles, we described
how crude petroleum is formed in the

earth, the history of its discovery, and
how, to-day, the liquid is recovered from
the ground and stored, before being
refined. We shall now deal with the
refining process, and take, as an example,
the operation of an oil refinery here, in
Britain. But  first, we must briefly consider
the chemistry of petroleum. Petroleum
consists mainly of a mixture of liquid
hydrocarbons: molecules made up of
hydrogen and carbon atoms. The re-
mainder of the constituents (such as
molecules containing oxygen or sulphur
atoms) are regarded as impurities. Carbon
and hydrogen are rather peculiar atoms
because they combine in such a large
variety of patterns. Many thousands of
quite different hydrocarbon molecules
have been discovered, and it is certain that
many thousands more have yet to be
isolated.

Chemists have developed a method of
illustrating the way in which hydrogen
and carbon atoms behave. According to
this representation, the hydrogen and
carbon atoms in hydrocarbon molecules
are connected by "bonds'* so that four
bonds always connect with each carbon
atom and one bond with each hydrogen
atom — like this:

or, more commonly— paraffins. I t  will be
seen that, in the paraffins, only one bond
connects each pair of carbon atoms. An-
other formation is also possible with this
single-bond structure, for example:

Cyclo-hexane

the saturated closed -chain hydrocarbons
(or cyclo-paraffins). In these the number
of hydrogen atoms must be twice the
number of carbon atoms. Hydrocarbons
of this form are usually called naphthenes.
Naphthenic and paraffinic are terms used
constantly when discussing petroleum
products. Therefore, even at the risk of
boring the reader, we are bound to describe
hydrocarbon patterns rather carefully.

Unsaturated molecules are those which
contain fewer hydrogen atoms than are
required for saturation so that one or
more pairs of carbon atoms are connected
by double or triple bonds. They may be
either straight chain

like this gCZGfc or cyclic

(ethylene)
(benzene)

White —
hydrogen

— -- bond

I t  will be seen that, while the bonds
connecting the carbon atoms have to be
distorted slightly to form the naphthenes,
they have to be distorted very considerably
to form the double bond structures
pictured above. The degree of distortion
of the bonds in a hydrocarbon is a measure
of its instability or readiness to react with
other compounds, and we can see from
their structures that ethylene and benzene
will be much less stable than, say, cyclo-
hexane or any of the paraffins.

Hydrocarbons whose structure includes
one or more unsaturated cyclic molecules
(or benzene rings) are termed aromatics.

We have now mastered the three most
important terms in petroleum chemistry:
paraffins, naphthenes and aromatics. For
those who are fond of technical names we

I t  will be seen that the four bonds
project from each carbon atom in a
symmetrical way —each bond making the
same angle with all the others. Also, a
little study will show the reader that
there must be a particular number of
hydrogen atoms to each carbon atom in
molecules of the form illustrated. In fact,
the number of hydrogen atoms must be
two more than twice the number of
carbon atoms. Hydrocarbon molecules to
which this rule applies are called saturated,
straight, or branched-chain hydrocarbons

meccanoindex.co.uk
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give three more commonly used terms:
olefines, unsaturated chain hydrocarbons
with one double bond; di-olefines, un-
saturated chain hydrocarbons with two
double bonds and acetylenes, unsaturated
chain hydrocarbons with one triple bond.

Very briefly, they include:
i. Specific gravity ("heaviness”).

ii. Viscosity (ease of flowing at a given
temperature).

iii. Boiling range at a given pressure.
(This is the temperature range above
which all the hydrocarbons in the
mixture boil, and below which none
of them boils, at  the given pressure.
Most readers will know, of course, that
the boiling point of a liquid depends
upon pressure).

iv. Flash point (the temperature at
which the liquid begins to give off
inflammable vapour).

v. Colour, (This is of importance in

like acetylene itself Acetylene, as might be
expected from the distortion of the bonds,
is jriolently unstable. Spectacular pre-
cautions—-deep pits, blast walls and so
on— must be taken when experimenting
with it. The tremendous energy released
when acetylene burns
in oxygen is utilised in
oxy-acetylene welding.

It  should be re-
membered that this
" p i c tu  r i s a t i o  n ” of
hydrocarbon molecules
in terms of spheres
connected by "bonds"
does not explain any-
thing; it just represents
t he  behav iou r  of
hydrocarbon molecules
in a way that is
systematic and easy to
follow.

Crude  pe t ro l eum
consists of a mixture
of many hundreds of
l i qu id  pa ra f f i n s ,
naph thenes  and
aromatics. The purpose of refining is to
sort this mixture into groups so that each
group has the properties required of the
finished product. What properties are
specified for refined petroleum products?

Par* of combined solvent extraction and dewaxing plant, showing extract
settling tanks with level Indicating lights. Manchester Oil Refinery Ltd.

white oils, but we know to-day that
the colour of a lubricating oil bears
little relation to its quality).

vi. Stability (resistance to chemical re-
action with other elements such as

oxygen  o r
metals).

vii. Aroma t i c i t y
(percentage of
aromatic com-
pounds in the
mixture).

viii. "O i l i ne s s "
about  which
even to-day a
great deal re-
mains to be
discovered) ,

Crude petroleum,
be ing  such  a
diverse mixture is
not really suitable
for any particular
application until
refined. I t  is not

FLOW SCMEAAB O*  VACUUM C I3TJL .LA7 ION UNIT

MAHCweSTEA Q1L t_TO.

Fig. 1.
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viscous enough, too inflammable and too reactive to
use as lubricating oil. I t  is too viscous, not sufficiently
inflammable and contains far too many high boiling
constituents to use as petrol or paraffin. It is, among
other things, too aromatic to use for medicine (such
as medicinal liquid paraffin) or transformer oils. So
it -has to be reined?

In the industry’s early days only a comparatively
small part of crude petroleum could be put to good use,
so refineries were built near the oil wells to avoid
unnecessary transportation of waste constituents
over long distances. To-day, over 95 per cent of
crude is made into valuable products and
it is economic to construct refineries near
consuming areas. For instance, the designers
of Manchester Oil Refinery Ltd.— known
popularly as M.O. R —were amongst the
first to realise the advantages of locating a
refinery in the heart of industrial Britain.
The successful development and operation
of the plant since 1938 is a tribute to enter
prise and engineering teamwork.

The refinery is located on the Ship Canal
about six miles west of Manchester. Tankers
from overseas berth at the refinery wharf TAAY N*2C
and discharge their cargoes of crude petroleum
direct into the storage tanks As Ship Canal TAAY
regulations do not allow large tankers to
carry crude with a flash point of less than
73 deg. F.. the crudes used by MOR TNAV 24

must contain only a very small portion of
“light ends," i.r., gasoline and vapourising
oil. Some crudes satisfy this condition
naturally, but others have to be “topped”
overseas (the light ends being boiled oil
by atmospheric distillation).

The refinery was designed primarily to FAAC
?»roduce high-grade lubricating oils, trans
ormer oils, technical white oils, medicinal

liquid paraffin (quite different from paraffin
oil or kerosene) and certain oil products. There
is also a small yield of kerosene (paraffin) and gas oil
from the light ends of the crude. The refinery was
not designed to produce gasoline (petrol): the
production of petrol will be dealt with in a later
article of this series.

The crude discharged from the tanker into the
refinery storage tanks consists, then, of a mixture of
liquid hydrocarbons and some impurities. The first
refining process is distillation: sorting the mixture
into groups according to boiling range. Chemically',
the effect is to sort the hydrocarbon molecules out
according to weight because the light (small) molecules
boil at lower temperature than the large (heavy)
molecules. Physically, the effect is very roughly to
sort the crude according to viscosity because in

general the more viscous
groups are made up of the
heavier hydrocarbons.

The principle of distil-
lation is very simpler it
consists of boiling the
crude and collecting the
g roups  (known  a s
“fractions”) as they
condense at different
temperatures. But, in
p rac t i ce ,  f r ac t i ona l
distillation is more com-
plicated. In the first
place, to boil the crude
at atmospheric pressure

such a temperature that
start in the crude itself

would mean heating it lo
chemical reactions would
and spoil the products. Secondly, distillation is a
continuous flow process. Fig. 1 is a simplified diagram
of the actual operation.

The crude is drawn from storage and pumped
through a “tube still” — an oil-fired furnace lined with
tubes through which the crude flows—in which It is
heated to about 380 deg. C From the tube still the
crude passes to the \ acuum fractionating tower
(illustrated on the front cover of this issue). The

tower is a lagged steel vessel fitted with 26 bubble
trays (see Fig. 2). The large upper section of the
tower contains 20 travs and there are six in the
smaller lower portion. The whole tower is maintained
under a high internal vacuum.

The hot crude enters the tower near the base and,
under vacuum, most of it immediately vapourises;
the high-boiling costituents fall as liquid on to
the trays in the base. The crude vapours bubble up
through the trays, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The
lightest vapours are continuously drawn off the tower
top through two vapour lines. Gas oil, one of the

VAFOUA5

ONATING TQVEA TOP

MANCHESTER OIL AEF*MEAY LTD.

Fig. 2.
lighter fractions of the topped crude is pumped in
as “reflux" at the top of the tower and a'l the (rays
are full of liquid as shown, there being a continuous
flow of liquid down the tower.

The reflux, flowing in at the tower top is quite
cold, and maintains the tower lop temperature at
165 deg. C. The crude, it will be remembered, enters
at 340 deg. C. Thus, the vapours are getting gradually
cooler as they ascend through the bubble trays, and
the constituents condense according to their boiling
points. By the time the vapours have passed through
the top tray they consist only of gas oil and kerosene,
all th** other fractions having condensed on the way-
up. On the other hand, the reflux evaporates as it
flows down from tray to tray, so that by the time
it reaches the centre of the tower it contains no
gas oil at all, but consists entirely of condensed crude
vapours from the trays above.

The reflux is conveyed from just above the point
of entry of the crude, to the base of the tower through
a swan neck pipe as shown (Fig. I) and flows—
together xvjth the liquid portion of the incoming
crude—down over the bottom six trays. Superheated
steam at  420 deg. C. blown in at the tower base
evaporates a part of the liquid reaching the base
so that vapour is also bubbling through the bottom
trays. The unevaporated resitkte is withdrawn from
the tower base and pumped to the residue storage
tanks.

If all this has been followed, it will be seen that the
liquid in each tray is just a little “heavier" than in
the next tray above. Thus, if streams are withdrawn
continuously from different travs up the tower, the
boiling range of each stream will be different, This,
of course, is the whole object of the distillation
process.

The gas oil and kerosene vapours are condensed
in two stages in order to separate the gas oil fraction
from the kerosene fraction. Steam ejectors are
attached to the kerosene condenser to maintain the
whole system within the tower under high vacuum
The condensed gas oil and (Cuurinued on pnge 68)

Fig- 3.
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A fine photograph showing how flight refuelling is carried out. The practice of refuelling in flight on (he Atlantic
senices will quadruple payloads and revolutionise the economics of civil aviation. Photograph by courtesy of

Flight Refuelling Ltd.

More Orders lor “Mariners”
A second order for Martin “Mariner” amphibian

flying boats hac been placed by the U.S. Navy with
the Glenn L. Martin Company. This order makes a
total of 36 boats now in production, enough to keep
the production line busy until 1949.

The PBM-5A “Mariner" weighs 60,300 lb. and is
the world’s largest amphibian. Designed as a patrol-
bomber, complete with guns, bomb racks and radar,
it is really a “jack-of-all-trades” and can operate
from almost any airfield or stretch of water, the use
of JATO (jet-assisted take-off) enabling it to use
small lakes or airstrips hitherto out of the question
for such a large aircraft.

“Around the Globe by Air”
A leading Norwegian film director, Rasmus Breistcin,

has started shooting a film entitled "Around the Globe
bv Air." He is making a complete round-the-world
flight by different airline companies, from Scandinavia
to New York, across America to San Francisco, across
the Pacific to Australia, on to Singapore and across
India to Arabia and Cairo, and then via Rome,
Marseilles, Paris and London back to Norway. The
film, which will he tn colour, is being produced as an
educational film for al! schools m Norway. Mr.
Breistein estimates that it will take three months tn
complete .

Propeller Flown to Disabled Ship
For the second time, a propeller shaft for a disabled

ship has been delivered by air to the other side of th*'
world Weighing more than 5$ tons, it was flown
direct to Singaoore in one of the Lancashire Aircraft
Corporation’s Handley Page "Halifax” freighters
resulting in a tremendous saving in lime and cost
If the propeller shaft had gone by surface transport
it would have reached the disabled ship at best
nearly three months after it arrived by air. Resultant
Josses, caused by the ship being idle, would have
totalled at least £10,000.

Bomber Thai Will Carry Own Fighter Aircraft
The U.S.A. F. have ordered 100 Consolidated*Vul tee

B-36 six-engined bombers, details of which were
given in the February 1947 "A i r  News" A remark-
able feature of this giant aircraft is that it will carry
its own defence fighters. The McDonnell Company
are developing a tiny jet-fighter, designated XP-85,
which will be carried inside the B-36 and released
only when the bomber is attacked bv enemv fighters.

Air News
By John W. R. Taylor
“Freighters’’ at Work

From every continent comes praise for the time and
money-saving properties of the Bristol “Freighter.”

One of these aircraft completed a 41,000 miles tour
of the Americas early in 1947, and then went into
sendee with L.A.V., the Venezuelan airline. For
two months it took off daily on the 300 miles journey
between the towns of Barinas and Caracas carrying
two tons of bagged cement. For the return trip.

tons of meat were loaded and carried on speciallv
installed meat hooks. During this period the machine
did not miss a single trip, despite extreme weather
conditions. These varied between torrential rain and
tropical sunshine, with the result that the short
runways were usually a sea of mud or deep in dust.

Another “Freighter,” "Merchant Venturer" has
completed a 35,000 mile tour of Australia and New
Zealand, lasting five months. At the end of the
tour an ambitious air-freighting project was under-
taken — the delivery from Melbourne to Launceston,
Tasmania, of a fleet of tourist coaches, urgently
required for the summer season. At least six of the
10 coaches were wanted for tours which had already
been arranged. Strikes and shortage of shipping
made delivery by sea impossible, and the coach
operators appealed to the Bristol company’s agent
for aid. This was readily given, and thanks to the
“Freighter” the entire fleet of coaches, each 22 ft.
tong and weighing 6,000 lb., were delivered in good
time. As well as a coach, an additional 1,000 lb. of
freight was carried on each flight. A load of approxi-
mately 7,000 lb. of miscellaneous merchandise was
brought back on the return trips.

Another “Freighter’’ is being used for an aerial
survey in Iran, mostly from a height ol 22,000 ft.
Special equipment installed in this machine includes
a 300-gab fuel tank to increase endurance, oxygen
apparatus for the crew of five, various camera mount-
ings, . nd heating equipment for the crew and cameras.
The “Freighter” will operate from Abadan on the
Persian Gulf, and search for new oil deposits over
an area of 10,000 sq. miles. Each photograph taken
will cover a very wide area, thus saving film and
yielding quicker results.
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Stacking-Trucks
for  Use in  Factories
ONE of the problems that  most factory

managers have to solve is that of
moving goods from one part of the works
to another during the course of mlnufaC'
ture, and of transporting them to the
stockroom when completed. Owing to
the great variety in the weight, size and
nature of manufactured products, the
methods used for moving and storing
them differ in almost every factory. For
many kinds of goods conveyors of one
kind or another are suitable, but various
types of mobile trucks are often used,
either independently or in conjunction
with the conveyors.

Generally the trucks arc so arranged
that the platform on which the goods are
carried can be raised to bring the load to
a convenient height for removal on to
tables or shelves in stockrooms.

Some of the most widely used commercial
trucks of this kind are those manufactured
by J .  Collis and Sons Ltd., London. Two
of their most interesting types are illus-
trated on this page. These are known as
Collis Stacking Trucks, and are specially
designed for carrying goods and stacking

The Cottis electric*hydraulic Slacker in  use at a
paper mi l l .  This machine has a l i f t  of  108 in ,  and

a load capacity of  10 cwt.

them in storerooms. They have other uses
however, such as for lifting heavy tools
on to press beds, and general carrying from
one part of a factory to another.

The lifting table of the stacker is raised
by a hydraulic ram. In some models this
is controlled manually, and operates
through a system of pulleys and wire
ropes, which greatly reduces the effort
required from the operator. In other
types the hydraulic system is controlled
electrically and the stacker will lift loads
from 2 i  cwt. to 5 tons to a height of
6 ft. A stacker of this kind is seen in the
upper illustration, in use at a paper mill,
while a manually controlled machine is
shown below.

Lowering of the platform is effected by
its own weight, and can be carried out
at  fast speed when the platform is un-
laden, and slowly when it is loaded.
These speeds are under definite control,
and self-acting mechanism prevents the
operator from exceeding them. If the
operator loses control of the stacker, the
load platform automatically becomes
stationary. As soon as  the control handles
are released the hydraulic ram becomes
inactive and acts as a brake.

A Collis manual'hydraulic Stacker supplied to  a large
electrical works in  tb l i  country. I t  Is capable of lifting
15 cwt. to  a height of  5 ft. In  the Illustration i t  is loaded

wi th  die tools for a large press.

To prevent the stacker from moving
when in use lowering or raising loads, i t
is fitted with screw-down sprags.
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BOOKS TO READ
Here we review books of interest and of use to readers of the "M.M.” WTrt the exception of
those issued by the Scientific and Children's Book Clubs, which are available. only to members,

and certain others that will be indicated, these should be ordered through a bookseller.

accounts of footplate trips that appeared in the
"M.M  " before the war. "British Locomotives al
Work" is a very pleasant reminder of those days,
for many of the runs described in it were made during
the five years prior to the war.

Very few people outside the railway service have
had such an extensive foot plate experience as the
author. He has, in the course of time, travelled on
the footplate practically from one end of the country
to the other. Journeys in England alone are dealt
with here; trips north of the Border will form the
subject of a further book later.

The present publication is much more than a mere
recjtal of times and speeds, gradients and regulator
nnd cut-off settings. These necessary details are
included and bear witness to the extreme thorough-
ness of the author’s observations; on one journey
alone he made 352 notebook entries in the course
of 3 j  hours. Quite apart from this recording, however,
Mr. Nock captures very successfully the atmosphere
of the footplate, so that the reader shares with him
the in teres ( and the thrill of the trips he so
graphically describes.

There are 12 chapters, in which are featured runs
On each of the principal main line routes, East Coast,
West Coast, Southern and Western, and also on the
former Lancashire and Yorkshire, Midland and Great
Central lines and on a variety of interesting routes of
a cross-country character, interesting comparisons
are made in many instances between various journeys
with different engines on the same route. Gradient
profiles, route maps, and diagrams of many of th«-
engine classes mentioned contribute considerably
to the usefulness of the book. The horsepower
developed in achieving many of the more spectacular
feats described is calculated, and an appendix gives
special attention to this side of locomotive per-
formance.

Illustrations on the whole are interesting, especially
some of the earlier ones, while the collection of cab
interior views is noteworthy.

Copies of the book can be obtained from book-
sellers, or direct from the Locomotive Publishing Co.
Ltd.. 88, Horseferry Road, London S.W.l, price 16/6
in eluding postage.

"BONNY THE PONY"
By Rum CLARK x (Warne. 6/- net)

Bonny was a quaint little foal who began life in
the freedom of Exmoor. When the time came for the
round-up of the herd of wild ponies to which b
belonged he was caught by Ken Rivers, but (his w;.s
only the beginning of bis adventures, for he breaks
away from a hard-hearted trainer and for a time
roams freely round the countryside. He is restored to
his young master, with whom he has very good times.
He learns remarkable tricks and actually helps to
save lives under great difficulties. Then he is stolen,
but everything turns out happily in the end.

"DAWN  AY LEAVES SCHOOL"
By HYLTON CLEAVER (Warne. 6/- net)

Dawnay has to leave Lorde’s at mid -term, and
along with Mr. Le Smith, a quaint but staunch
supporter, be finds a post in London with a firm
whose principals are cricket fanatics. This leads to
his return ft) his old school with a cricket team, and
there he finds that he is suspected of thefts. Every-
thing is cleared up and eventually he is able to take
up his old post as head of the school. The story is
exciting, and is told in a pleasant way, with humorous
incidents and unexpected turns.

"GREAT NORTHERN LOCOMOTIVES 1847-1947**
By R. A. H. WEIGHT (4/6)

We welcome this long-promised publication by our
contributor Mr. R. A. H. Weight on a subject on
which he has long been an acknowledged authority.
Its appearance at this time is specially appropriate,
as next month sees the centenary of the opening of
the first section of the old G.N.R

The book, which is published with official approval
and co-operalton. tells for the first time the whole
story of the engines that have graced the King's
Cross route from the earliest days until now It is
however no mere catalogue of the succession of
"Little Sharpies/’ "Hawthorns,” StLtrrock master-
pieces, Stirling eight-footers, Ivatt "A  tian tics” arid
Gresley "Pacifies,” to mention only a few of the
classes that come instantly to mind when Doncaster
engines are mentioned. Mr. Weight’s account is
enlivened by many personal reminiscences and it is
the more interesting as the author maintained for
some 25 years a close record of observations made
by himself from his lineside residence ami by friends
elsewhere. He was intimately acquainted with the
workings of the engines, ami he enjoyed the friend-
ship of many of their crews and or the officers and
others responsible for thd supervision of locomotive
and traffic matters.

Although the Great Northern ceased to be 25
years ago, this story of its locomotives docs not stop
abrupt iy, but is continued to cover the developments
of L.N.E.R. days. Large numbers of G.N.R. engines
have remained in service and the continuance of
the Doncaster tradition was assured by the appoint-
ment of Mr. (later Sir) Nigel Gresley as Chief
Mechanical Engineer for the L.N.E.R. group. Existing
Doncaster designs in several instances provided the
basis of classes developed as L.N.E.R. standards,
such as the well-known "Pacifies” and the numerous
"K3” 2-6 -Os. These and some of their notable per-
formances are duly recorded.

In addition to the genera! narrative there is a
chapter entitled "Great Northern Miscellany" that
provides much fascinating material for the enthusiast
concerning Great Northern customs and special items.
In the course of his account Mr. Weight hints a t  a
possible future railway and travel autobiography;
judging by the present production this should be of
extreme interest.

The numerous illustrations include line drawings
and half tones and some of the subjects are distinctly
rare. In addition there are various tables with
dimensions of Great Northern engines built during
the periods of the different locomotive chiefs. There
is a complete summary of Doncaster Works numbers
from 1867, when the first engine was built there, up
to 1922, the last year of the G.N.R.

A bright green jacket fittingly covers the book
which, at the price, represents excellent value. Copies
may be obtained from booksellers, bookstalls, or
selling agents, or direct from the author at 198, St.
Helen’s Road, Hastings, Sussex, at 4/10 each, in-
cluding postage.

"BRITISH LOCOMOTIVES AT WORK”
By O. S, Nocx, B.Sc.

(GreeitJake Publications Lid., London. 16/-}
Mr Nock is well known to many of our readers for

his articles on railway subjects and for his two
previous books "The Locomotives of Sir Nigel Gresloy"
and "Locomotives of the LrN.E.R."  reviewed in these
pages in March 1946 and January 1947 respectively.
Older readers also will recall his many thrilling
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Should the driver not operate an acknowledging
device, and take action within three seconds under
such circumstances, a full application of the brake
takes place, automatically bringing the train to a
stand When the signals are at  clear, a short reassuring
hoot sounds in the cab with no effect on the brakes.

Last September we published a special article
commemorating the centenarj’ of the Caledonian
Railway, and it is of interest to note that on 15th
Eetfruary this year will occur the 100th anniversary
of the opening of the through railways to Edinburgh
and Glasgow, which were connected with London
by rail for the first time on that day in 1848.

Big Narrow Gauge Locomotive for Peru
We illustrate this month a notable 2-8 -0 heavy

freight locomotive recently completed by the Hunslet
Engine Co. Ltd., Leeds, for service on the 3 ft. gauge
Trujillo Railway belonging to the Peruvian Cor-
poration in South America. Although the axle load
was not allowed to exceed 12 tons, adhesion weight
is almost 48 tons and this two cyl. oil -burning engine
js probably one of the most powerful of its kind
so far built. Features include steel bar frames,
piston valves, superheater, 44-in. coupled wheels,
steam brake and an 8-wheeled bogie tender. The
arduous requirements of the owners included the
haulage of 400-ton freight trains over ruling gradients
of 1 in 50 on a track comprising many sharp curves.

Railway Notes
By R. A. H. Weight

News from the L.M.S.
Britain's first main line diesel-electric locomotive.

No. 10000, was completed at Derby Works and
exhibited at Euston in December last, after successful
trial runs which are being continued. A second
engine under construction also is powered by a
I6-cyL 1,600 h.p. “English Electric”, diesel unit
When two locomotives of this type are coupled
together, the combined 3,200 h.p. exerted woulo be
ample for the haulage of the heaviest long distance
expresses, and they would be capable of high speed.
In due course comparison will be made between
diesel-electric and ordinary steam locomotive per-
formance.

Also named and exhibited in London just before
last Christmas was new 4-6-2 No. 6256 "Sir William
4 .  S/anur, F.B.S.," a beautifully finished "7J<”
express engine of the latest style, equipped with roller
bearing axle-boxes It was fitting that at the close
of the separate existence of the L.M.S. this fine
locomotive should have been named after the Chief

L.N.E.R. Notes
The large electric

locomotive numbered
6000, built in 1941
as a prototype for the
future operation of the
electrified Sheffield-
Manchester section,
has been doing excel-
lently while op loan
to the Netherlands
Railways in Holland,
where grand work has
lately been done in
r ehab i l i t a t i ng  t he
tracks and rolling
stock. The British
1,850 h.p. engine has
been running 400 miles
a day, five days a
week, hauling pas-
senger .trains with
which, loaded to 330
tons, acceleration up
to 62 m.p.h. has been
achieved on the level

within 4 min., and the maximum permitted speed
of 65 m.p.h. attained in 5 min. On many occasions
when hauling freight trains loaded up to a maximum
of 1,600 tons, a speed of 40 m.p.h. has been reached
in 5 min. I t  was found during trials on the short
Manchester-Altrincham joint line here that, with q
train of six coaches weighing 250 tons, a speed of
25 m.p.h. could be attained in 25 sec., equivalent to
the rapid acceleration of many suburban multiple-
unit electric services.

Streamlined “A 4” locomotives Nos. 26 and 28
have been renamed "Miles Bettor" and "Walter K
Whigham" respectively, after the Acting Chief General
Manager of 1947 and a senior Director. Like other
4-6-2s of the class recently overhauled a t  Doncaster,
they returned to service painted blue with smart
chromium lettering. We understand that names are
being given to certain “B l”  4-6-0s of the I2xx series
still coming into traffic, with electric light.

The "Yorkshire Pullman" express has been reported
arriving at King’s Cross well be fore time on a number
of occasions. Its haulage is shared by “A3,” new
“A2 3” and “A4" class “Pacifies.” Mr. Peppercorn’s
new “A2” No. 525 was completed at the end of
last year, presenting several changes in detail of
design which we hope to describe shortly. It was
named “,4. H. Peppercorn" at .Marylebone Station.

An oil-burning 2-8-0 locomotive recently built for service on the narrow gauge
Trujillo Railway by the Hunslct Engine Co. Ltd., Leeds, by whose courtesy this

illustration is reproduced.

Mechanical Engineer who introduced the 4-6-2 and
other powerful types, now standard, during recent
years. The new class "4” 2-6-0 freight engines of
novel design are now in production at Horwich, and
examples will probably be seen on the road by the
time these lines appear in print.

A school for the full-time practical and theoretical
training of apprentices engaged in the L.M.S.
Mechanical Engineering workshops has been opened
at  Derby. Admission is based strictly on merit and
no premium is payable

As part of the national campaign to make more
goods wagons available, additional repair depots
have been opened at 11 centres near to large sidings
or junctions. Altogether more than 40,000 wagons
have been repaired within a fortnight.

The London-Uarking-Southend line carries dense
residential traffic through an area particularly liable
to fog It is therefore an appropriate region for the
large scale trial of a system of automatic train control
that has involved the fitting of special safety equip-
ment to 183 locomotives and I JO signal locations
between Bow and Shoeburyness. The effect is
somewhat similar to that of the system in use on
the G.W.R. An electrical warning is given in the
engine cab by sounding a horn if the distant signal
is at danger, a visual indication also appearing.
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A Sturrock 2-4-0 of the former G.N.R., No. 256. This is one of the fine illustrations included in “Great Northern
Locomotives 1847 - 1947“ by R. A. H. Weight, reviewed on page 47.

those of aerodromes in Surrey or Kent which shared
the brunt of fighting the Battle of Britain in 1940
These engines are very smartly finished and well
appointed. More of the 21C 1 2x batch have been
transferred from Ramsgate to Exeter (Exmouth Jn.)
Shed, A little of the darker L. and S.W.R. olive green
paint was evidently in stock at Eastleigh when there
was a shortage of the new' standard lighter malachite,
as it appeared recently on a few repainted engines

The Old Order Changeth
Up to and including this issue, in order to avoid

any too sudden complication we have used as head-
ings the rail wav group names or initials that have
been familiar for 25 years, though actually these
ceased to apply officially on 1st January last, when
the Transport Commission through its Executive
Committee assumed control of all our principal
railway systems.

In future we shall use the names of the six regions
into which our railways have so far been divided.
These are:

1. London Midland Region, corresponding to the
L.M.S. in England and Wales.

2. Western Region, corresponding to the G.W.R
3. Southern Region, corresponding to nearly all

the S.R.
4. Eastern Region, corresponding to L.N.E.R.

Southern Area.
5. North Eastern Region, corresponding to the

L.N.E.R. North Eastern area.
6. Scottish Region, corresponding to those sections

of the L.M.S. and L.N.E.R. in Scotland.
References to locomotives or rolling stock, etc.,

will continue where necessary to indicate their previous
ownership or origin.

Great Western Notes
New modified "Hall” class 4-6-0s lately placed in

>ervice are numbered and named as follows: No.
6977, "Grundisburgh Hall"; No. 6978, “HaroMsiom?
Hull": No 6979. "Hdperly Hall": No. 6980, "Lian-
rumney Hall" No. 1 011 has received the name
"County of Chester." Cleanliness of locomotives is
improving and more lining-out of the green- pain ted
finish to be noted on many 4 -6-0 express or new
mixed traffic engines.

We have received news of a run from Birmingham
to Paddington behind “County” class 4-6 0 No. 1002,
with an 11-coach train weighing about 355 tons full
at a time when there was a good deal of track repair
work going on. The train was diverted to the relief
line between Tyseley and Widney Manor, but
travelled at high speed down Hatton bank, only to
be checked to 28 rn.p.h. through Warwick, so 33|  ’min.
were occupied to Leamington stop. There was a
long slowing through Banbury, followed by moderate
speeds over the cut-off line to Princes R isborough.
When making the usual slow passage of High Wycombe
No. 1002 was only about 3 |  min. down on a moderate
schedule. After attaining 72 m p.h. near Gerrards
Cross there was a reversal a t  Denham to the down
line in consequence of engineering operations, but the
net time into Paddington from Leamington, 87 miles,
was not more than 113 min. compared with 116
allowed.

Southern Tidings
New- “Battle of Britain” 4-6-2 locomotives com-

pleted just before the close of 1947 and allocated to
Ramsgate were No. 21C 168, "Kenley"; No. 169,
"Hawking*"; No. 170, “Afaws/on.” The names are

L.M.S. No. 6256 "Sir William A. Stanier, F.R.S.," the first of two 4-6-2$ equipped throughout with roller bearings.
Photograph by courtesy of the L.M.S.
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Tramps of the Air
By John W.  R. Taylor

NO, Wearie Willie and Tired Tim have
not taken to the air. This story is

about a different sort of tramp—an aerial
counterpart of the sturdy little steamers
which carry the flag of Britain’s merchant
navy to every corner of the earth. These
tramp steamers lack the glamour, the
fresh paint and polished decks of the
giant passenger liners, but they are rugged,
hard-working and profitable. In the same
way the modern tramps of the air are not
streamlined, fast or luxurious, but they
are designed to do a real job of work,
and they do it well.

We can feel proud of
the fact that our British
aircraft industry leads the
world in the design of
these "utility'* cargo-
plancs. Over in America
operators still use
stripped - down, freighter
versions of the Douglas
"Dako ta"  and "Sky-
master"— undoubtedly
efficient and reliable
machines, but rather like
using a Rolls-Royce
limousine to haul coal.
They were designed as
fast, beautifully fitted-out
air liners, capable of
carrying comparatively
light loads of passengers
at high speeds. Their
luxury, speed and stream-
lining are all unnecessary for freight work,
where the essentials are a big payload,
ease of loading and unloading and a
minimum of "things to go wrong."

British designers were thinking in terms
of specialised aerial cargo-planes as long
ago as 1922. In that year Glosters
designed their "Mars VIII." I t  was not
a handsome aeroplane, for it had a squat*
square-section fuselage with a 360 h.p.
Rolls-Royce "Eagle" engine stuck almost
apologetically on the front. But it in-
corporated several ingenious features that
have been resurrected within the last few
years as clever new ideas.

Glosters realised that there was little
point in having an aeroplane capable of
carrying a useful payload at higher speeds
than surface transport if the time gained
was wasted in loading and unloading.
So they went all out for easy loading.

Bren Cun Carrier emerging from a “Hamilcar” glider.

The rear part of the fuselage was hinged
aft of the wings so that it could be swung
round through 90 deg. to give complete
access to the cargo compartment. And
that was not all! A partition folded down
to form a loading ramp, and jacks were
provided under the rear part of the cabin
to prevent the whole thing from tilting
backward. Thus the "Mars VIII” had a
level cabin floor, no special equipment
was needed to load it and it was designed
to carry a useful load of 1,600 lb. at a
speed of over 100 m.p.h. Compare these

figures with any of the much-boosted,
small modem transport aircraft and you
will see how advanced were the ideas of
British designers a quarter of a century
ago.

Unfortunately, the aircraft industry was
beginning to feel the effects of the trade
depression at that time, and the "Mars
VII 1" never got beyond the wooden
mock-up stage. For several years Glosters
had to manufacture such things as milk
churns and motor car bonnets to keep the
two-legged wolves from the door, and
but for those milk churns there might
never have been a "Meteor"!

For the next 17 years designers con-
centrated on carrying more passengers
farther, faster and in greater luxury. In
general, freight was carried only in odd
comers where it was impossible to stick
in a few more seats. Then the war started.
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Miles "Merchantman" 4-engined freighter aircraft. Photograph by courtesy of Miles Aircraft Ltd.

supplies to Rommel's Afrika Korps.
Unfortunately for the "Gigants,” the
Luftwaffe was fully occupied elsewhere
and R.A.F. fighters used the giant trans-
ports for shooting practice, making them
rather more expendable than had been
planned.

There was, however, no longer any
doubt of the value of airborne forces and
airborne supplies. The Allies learned their
lesson well and the subsequent achieve-
ments of the British and American
Airborne Divisions added a glorious
chapter to our history. The "Horsa,”
"Hadrian” and "Hamilcar" gliders that
carried them into action contributed no
less to victory than did the "Spitfires,”
"Thunderbolts" and "Lancasters” that
ensured their safe passage. I t  is possible
that the glider may have its use in peace-
time but this seems unlikely. For freight-
carrying it lacks the mobility of even the
cheapest, lowest powered orthodox cargo-
plane, and it is right out  of the question
for passenger work. I t  sways and bucks
a t  the end of its tow-line and, with its
flaps down, has the gliding angle of a
brick —definitely not the sort of aircraft
in which to give Aunt Matilda a two bob
trip round the lighthouse!

But many of the glider’s features are
as useful in peaceful
commerce as they
were in war, and i t
is these that are
being built into our
new tramp-planes.
The whole nose of
the  t ank -ca r ry ing
"Hamilcar" was de-
signed to hinge open,
so that its cargo
could race into action,
guns blazing, within
seconds of the glider
touching down. Easy
loading and unloading
are equally important
t o  a commerc i a lLoading a Bristol "Freighter." It can carry about five tons of cargo. Photograph

by courtesy of  The Bristol Aeroplane Co. Ltd.

a war in which air power held the key
to victory on land and at sea. The
disastrous campaign in Crete changed the
whole conception of modern warfare.
Scores of old, mass-produced Junkers 52
transports, hundreds of cheap wood and
canvas troop-carrying gliders were flung
into battle by the Germans, regardless
of loss. The gliders were roomy to enable
the biggest possible load to be carried and
they had a low landing speed that enabled
them to crash-land anywhere, independent
of landing strips. The fact that they had
no engines, no complicated hydraulic,
fuel, oil or pneumatic systems, few instru-
ments. simple undercarriages, and could
be built of cheap materials by unskilled
labour were all assets as long as they
did the job—and they did.

The Germans carried the idea even
further with their Messerschmitt 323
"Gigant,” producing a "utility” air trans-
port par excellence. I t  was an incredible
machine with a wing span of 181 ft.,
six mass-produced French engines, a*
10-wheeled undercarriage and an arma-
ment of up to 18 machine guns. I t  was an
ugly, fabric-covered pantechnicon, but
it carried fantastic loads of tanks, guns
or soldiers. Hundreds of them lumbered
through the Mediterranean skies to carry
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popularity can be gained from the fact
that, in its first four months of service with
Channel Islands Airways, the prototype
carried more than 10,000 passengers some
64,000 miles, and without the slightest
mechanical trouble.

The "Aero van" proved so popular and
useful that Miles have now built a larger
version, powered by four 250 h.p. de
Havilland "Gipsy Queen" engines, which
they have named the "Merchantman." It
is identical in layout to its smaller brother
and, as might be expected, carries a pay-
load of some two tons for a little longer
range and some 35 m.p.b. faster.

But the most unorthodox and interesting
of all these new "utility" cargo-planes is
the M.68 "Box-car," also built by Miles.

It is very like the
"Merchantman"  in
appearance, and is
designed so that the
en t i re  freight-hold
portion of its fuselage
can be detached and
used as a road trailer.
This centre portion of
the fuselage is in effect
nothing more than a
rectangular container,
fitted with removable
road wheels and a
towing bar. What
happens is that, when
the aircraft reaches its
destination, the con-
tainer complete with
cargo is simply re-
moved and towed away

by car. Without any delay another
container can then be fitted into its place,
or alternatively the rear part of the fuselage
can be removed and fitted on behind the
cabin portion and the aircraft flown off
in rather abbreviated form.

The advantages of the scheme are
obvious. Manufacturers can keep a supply
of the containers, which can be specially
fitted out or even refrigerated, and run
them down to an airfield served by a fleet
of M.68 "cargo-ships” whenever convenient.
This saves a considerable amount of time
usually spent in loading goods on to lorries
and then into the aircraft. The M.68 is
indeed a tramp ship of the air, capable
of carrying a wide variety of goods any-
where at short notice and at low cost.

Air tramping is not just a woolly dream
of the future. In America freight-carrying
charter companies operate more aircraft
than the scheduled passenger-carrying
airlines. Here in (ConrinwcJ on 68)

The Northrop “Pioneer,” America's first “Utility” cargo aircraft. Photograph by
courtesy of Northrop Aircraft, Inc., U.S*A.

aircraft fur quick turn-round, and the
latest British transports share the simple
construction, low speeds, extensive cargo-
space and quick-loading facilities of the
gliders. But they combine them with
sturdiness and reliability fitting them not
for just one trip but for years of efficient
operation on the world's skyways.

First of these post-war "flying box-cars"
was the Miles "Aerovan," followed soon
afterwards by the Bristol "Freighter."
Both have brought new standards of
economy and efficiency to civil aviation.
They are twin-engined, high wing mono-
planes with capacious, square-section
fuselages, but without such expensive
luxuries as retractable undercarriages.
They cruise at comparatively low speeds

but show incredibly low operating costs.
As a result both are in great demand by
operators all over the world. The little
"Aerovan" is the one-ton lorry of the air,
its two 155 h.p. Blackburn "Cirrus Major"
engines giving it a range of 700 miles at
110 m.p.h. The "Freighter" is a much
larger, more highly powered machine and
does a correspondingly bigger job. I ts  two
1,690 h.p. ’ Hercules" engines enable it
to carry a 5 |  ton payload for over 1,000
miles at a speed of 165 m.p.h. Both
machines have large loading doors, that
of the "Aerovan" being at the rear of its
pod-like fuselage, while the "Freighter's"
bull-nose is formed by two huge doors that
hinge sideways.

A passenger-carrying version of the
"Freighter"—-the "Wayfarer"—is also in
service, carrying up to 32 passengers a t
slower speeds and in less luxury than
modern, high-speed feeder-line transports,
but at a much lower cost. An idea of its
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A Novel British Freighter Aircraft

The Miles M.68  has a detachable centre section fitted with removable road wheels and a towing bar.

The loaded container centre section detached and being towed away by car.

The M.68 as i t  appears with the front and rear portions rejoined after removal of the centre section. The
photographs on this page are by courtesy of Miles Aircraft Ltd.
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From Our Readers
This page is reserved for articles from our readers Contributions not exceeding 500 words in  length
are invited on any subject of which the writer has special knowledge or experience. These should be
written neatly on one side of the paper only, and should be accompanied if possible by original photo-graphs for use as illustrations. Articles published will be paid for. Statements in articles submitted
are accepted as being sent in good faith, but the Editor takes no responsibility for their accuracy

From Triibsee there is a fascinating chair railway-
up to Jochpass. This is a continuous ropeway having
94 chairs fastened on to it, travelling at 5 m.p.h
I t  is 2 miles long, and doos not stop while in operation,

so one has to be nippy to gei
into a chair in time.
A. GuLATi (London S.W.l 1).

A JOURNEY ON THE
' ORANGE EXPRESS"

When I arrived at De Aar
station in the early morning
to join the Orange Express
on its way to Durban, I
was informed that she was
25 min. late. Waiting there
on a cold winter’s morning
did not improve my opinion
of the train, ’ /. ‘
she did arrive I had to
admit she was a beauty.
The saloons and articulated
units were painted orange-
yellow from the bottom of
the windows upward and
reddish-brown downward. On
the smoke-box door of the
engine was a shining disc
bearing the words "Sneltrein
Orange-Orange Express.”
This disc is transferred when-
ever a new engine is coupled
up, and at De Aar a 23 Class
engine replaced the Beaufort
West I5E that had brought
the train in.

The ‘‘Orange Express'* is
a luxurious train. Each

_____ __  r . __  has four bunks for sleeping,
and the two top ones can be folded away when not

in use. A wash basin with
hot and cold water, heater,
perfumed soap and ash trays
also are provided.

At Kimberley a new engine
was coupled up and we were
run nine to schedule when we
pulled i n to  Bloemfontein
station, where yet another
locomotive change was made
before we went to Kroonstadt.

Going back to my com-
partment after dinner, a
splendid one that could be
compared with the best of
any hotel, I hired bedding for
the night and after the bed-
ding boy had made my bed,
I was soon in dreamland.
Next morning I awoke after
a peaceful sleep to find that
an electric unit had replaced
the steam engines at Ladysmith
during the night. On arriving
a t  Durban I alighted feeling
fresh as a daisy after my
751-mile trip. This luxury
train has the same fares as an
ordinary passenger train and I
was really sorry that my
journey was ended,

T. JAKOBS Eb? (De Aar).

MELBOURNE MILL .
The accompanying illustration shows the old

watermill at Melbourne in Derbyshire, which at the
time of writing was still
working. It stands on a
historic site, for a mill there
was mentioned in Domesday
Book. At the time when
this was compiled the town
possessed “a  priest and a
church and a mill of three
shillings and twenty'four
acres of meadow land.”
Melbourne took its name
from “Mill bourne.”

When Queen Victoria gave
her name to the now well-
known state of Australia its
capital was named after
Viscount Melbourne, then
Prime Minister, who had
taken his title from this
Derbyshire town. It is
strange thht a mil! should
be the indirect origin of the
name of one of our great
capitals across the world.
While the home town still
has only comparatively few
people, the population of
its namesake has grown in
100 years from a few hun-
dreds to considerably more
than a million. When the
great city celebrated its
centenary messages of friend-
ship and goodwill were
exchanged between the two

but when

The aid watermill at Melbourne, Derbyshire.
Photograph by F. Rodgers, Derby.

Melbo times.
F. KoDGERS (Derby).

1st Class corn part ment

A SWISS AERIAL ROPEWAY
TRIP

In Switzerland there are
many aerial railways, and one
of the best known of these is
the GcrschmaJp-Trubsce cable-
way. I t  is reached by a
funicular railway that climbs
the first steep slope from
Engelberg to Gerschmalp. For
the further climb a change is
made into the cabin of the
aerial rope railway, which
swings out into the open and
reaches an altitude of 5,900 ft.
in 15 min. The powerful
electric motor driving the
cars is placed a t  the bottom
of the ropeway. There are
two cars, and wire ropes pass
from one cabin, over a drum

.at the top, and down to the
other. Thus when one car is
up, the other is down. They
travel at roughly 10-15 m.p.h.,
and at  the middle point of
their climb they arc about
300 ft. above the ground. I t
is a wonderful experience to
be swung out into space on
this fascinating trip.

The aerial ropeway from Gcrschnialp to
Triibsce, Switzerland. Photograph by A.

Gulati, London.
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A Modern Road Roller
ROAD rollers have always been great

attractions. From the first cumber-
some steam rollers down to the modern
diesel-engined vehicles equipped with
ingenious devices of all kinds, few of them
have ever run backward
and forward to smooth out
a stretch of road without
being watched by a group of
interested onlookers.

One of these modern
diesel rollers is illustrated
on this page. I t  is made
by Aveling-Barford Ltd.,
Grantham, a firm with a
great tradition in this field,
for it was formed by the
union of two pioneer con-
cerns in the production of
traction engines and rollers.
One of the two was founded
by Thomas Aveling, whose
inventive genius earned him
the title of the "Father of
the Traction Engine," and
the other by William Bar-
ford, whose company built
the world's first motor roller
in 1905, and was responsible
for the first high speed
diesel roller, built in 1927. The two firms
amalgamated in 1934, and to-day Aveling-
Barford Ltd. produce a wide range of
products in addition to rollers.

Modern roads require two kinds of
rolling. One of these is intended to
consolidate the material of which the road
is made, and a roller to do this must have
most of its effective pressure concentrated
on the two rear rolls. The other is to give

The Avellng-Barford "Grantham" or "G" Class Road Roller. Rollers of
this type can be used for both consolidating road material and smoothing

its surface. Photograph by courtesy of Aveling-Barford Ltd.

a smooth surface, and for this purpose the
pressure is distributed as evenly as possible
over the front and rear rolls. Now Aveling-
Barford Ltd. have introduced a new type,
the "Grantham* or "G" class, which can

be used for both purposes. This has a
movable weight, contained within the main
chassis members, that can be transferred
to a forward or rear position at will by
simply turning a handle.

This very fine modern diesel roller has
its counterpart in the Dinky Toys series
in the recently produced No. 25p, illus-
trated a t  the foot of this page. Comparison
of this photograph with that of the real
roller above shows how wonderfully
realistic and true to its original this new
Dinky Toy is. I t  is brightly coloured, and
every detail is faithfully reproduced. A
particularly attractive feature is the ratchet
steering mechanism here used for the first
time in a Dinky Toy. The front roller
can be turned through a wide angle into a
number of different positions on each side
of the centre. In each of these it is set
automatically by means of this ingenious
mechanism. Thus the roller can be made
to follow any one of a variety of curved
paths as it is pushed along. The entire
vehicle runs smoothly on its large rollers
and its divided front roller allows it to turn
easily so that it can be used with splendid
realism for actual rolling in miniature,

Dinky Toys No. 25p. t a fine reproduction in miniature
of the Aveling-Barford "G" roller illustrated above.
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Photography
Table-Top Pictures

Dr ive r  ’ s
N igh t -
mare” was
taken by
the  l i gh t
of a minia-
lure torch
bulb, fixed
in a lamp
scan da  r d
bu i l t  up
from scrap
materials.
The  ex -

READERS who have not yet experimented with
wbat is known as “Table-top” photography can

have no idea of the realistic effects that can be ob-
tained with simple materials.

The work can be done on a small table, but for
most purposes a board about 18 ' x | 2 "  to sene as
a stage is better, together with a background of the
same size. The board should he tilted a little so as
to give the rear a slightly higher elevation. For
interior scenes the background may consist of a buff
card bearing a rough sketch of the wall of a room.
For outdoor scenes a. background of some suitable
picture rather larger than the scene to be photo-
graphed serves splendidly.

For this kind of photography the camera must bo-
used close to the subject. Cameras with double
extensions will rack out sufficiently to allow close-up
work, but box-form and other non- focussing cameras
will require a supplementary lens or portrait
attachment.

The lighting of the scene requires different arrange-
ments for different scenes, and only general hints

posu re
given was
five min-
utes at F8,
using fast
panch ro -
matic film.
Snow was

re present rd by salt sprinkled on cotton
wool, and the background was a sheet of
plain black paper folded to form two sides
of a square. A Dinky Super toy lorry served
for the vehicle and a few twigs were placed
in the background to represent trees.

An example of the use of Plasticine in
table-top work is seen in the picture of the
hen and chickens. The birds were moulded
in Plasticine. The hen coop was cut out
from cardboard, and the ground was
repr*-sented by ashes from the kitchen grate,
A piece of mirror was used for the pool.

“Greeting" is another example of the
realistic effects obtained by a combination
of salt and cotton wool to" represent snow.
The figure of the man was built up on a
wire frame, scraps of cloth bring used to
form bis clothes. The head was moulded
in Plasticine and stuck on the wire frame
before the clothes were fitted.

Practically any kind of scene can be
reproduced in a table-top and the scope is
limited only by the photographer’s skill
and ingenuity in arranging his materials.
It is a good plan to keep a Jnok out for
"odds and ends” that can be used in
making up scenes, and every home will
produce plenty of "bits and pieces" suitable
for this work.

“The Driver’s Nightmare." This picture
was taken by the light of a miniature

bulb fitted to the lamp standard-

" Happy Family.” Athci, Plasticine and cardboard were the
material* used.

can be given. If the
scene is to be photo-
graphed by daylight
the stage should be
brought close to a
window, so that the
tight is at one side
but slightly in front
With artificial light,
which is usually more
convenient, the* stage
shou ld  be  p l aced
almost directly under-
neath the main light,
and it is desirable
to have a second and
less strong light to
one side and slightly
at  the front of the
Scene to avoid flat
lighting.

The picture " The "Greeting.” A realistic snow scene.
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Club and Branch News

WITH THE SECRETARY
PLAN FOR PUBLICITY

Now the special meetings and social events associated
with the Christmas and New Year season are over,
it is possible to look back upon them, and to form
some idea of their effect on Guild and Branch
progress. The signs are very encouraging. Enthusiasm
has reached a higher pitch than at anv time since
the outbreak of the war, and during the past few
weeks there has been a real flood of applications
for membership of the
Guild and the H R.C.
Every one of these
newcomers is a possible
recruit for some Club
or Branch, and no effort
should be spared to
make sure that as many
as possible of these are
brought into the circle.

The best recruiting
agent for any organis-
ation is a satisfied
member ,  who  can
explain exactly what is
done at Club or Branch
meetings and can bring
his friends along to join
in the fun. A special
point therefore should
be made of asking all
members to do what
they can in this direction.
It is advisable to arrange
some special form of
publicity in addition,
however, as there may
be likely members who
are not already in touch
with boys who have
already joined. In  an
excellent scheme oper-
ated by the Norbury
M.C. printed postcards
have been distributed
that give details of the
Chib and of its meetings, and explain exactly bow
to get in touch with the secretary. The cards also
extend an invitation to a Club meeting to all who
are interested, and there is no doubt that the publicity
that the Club will achieve with their aid will help
to strengthen it.

Postcards of this kind must be made attractive,
and special attention has been given to this point
in the Norbury M.C. The cards are well printed
and good use has been made of illustrations showing
models being copstructed. 1 was very glad to for-
ward a selection of small blocks suitable for this
purpose to Mr. Chapman,, Leader of the Club, and I
shall be pleased to loan similar blocks to Meccano
Clubs and also to Branches of the H.R.C. They will
be found suitable for many other purposes, such as
Club stationery, programmes of Exhibitions and
other special events, and Club and Branch Magazines.

RECENTLY INCORPORATED BRANCHES
No. 501. SLOUGH— Mr. H. Kelly, 64, Hatton Avenue.
No. 502. STROUD— Mr. C. T. Hargcst, 6, Folly Lane.
No. 503. WEYMOUTH & DISTRICT— Mr. H. J .  Brown,

Creekmoor, 66, Wyke Road.
No. 504. KVDAL SCHOOL— Rev. H.  F. Matthews,

Rydal School, Colwyn Bay

CLUB NOTES
MERCHANT TAYLORS SCHOOL (GREAT CROSBY)

M.C-Entries in a Model- building Contest were
inspected by the Headmaster, who was very pleased
with them. Recruiting has been very successful and
members are showing great keenness. Visits to
industrial works have been planned. Club roll; 93.
Secretary: C. Doraville, 3, Sefton Road, Litherland,
Liverpool 21.

HORNSEA M.C.—Excellent meetings continue,
special programmes being arranged for each section.

Talks have been given
on  *'Gar de n i ng,”
”.4 s t r o n a tn y" and
"Geology," and during
the Christmas Season
Games and other Social
events were organised.
The special Section for
“Hol iday Members”
was given a Film Show
Club roll: 55. Secretary:
D. Kitchiug, 25, Clifford
Street, Hornsea.

MlNEHEAU GRAMMAR
SCHOOL M.C.— Meetings
in the ex-A.T.C. hut
have continued. Model -
building competitions
with set subjects have
been successful, the
entries being judged on
the time required to
build them as well as
construction. Club roll:
17. Secretary: B. Watts,
Carfax Cottage, Old
Cteeve, Watchet.

SOUTH AFRICA
MALVERN M.C.  — The

Club has been re-
organised, with Mr. E.
W. Sykes as Leader and
K. E. Tanner as Acting
Secretary. Meetings are
held in the Malvern

Methodist Church Hall. A Christmas Partv was
arranged for the children of the Epworth Homes.
A special recruiting drive to attract new Junior
members has been arranged Club roll: 20. Secretary:
Mr. K. E. Tanner, P.O. Box 8, Cleveland, Johannesburg

BRANCH NEWS
NoRBURY —Good progress is being made with the

special Recruiting Campaign. Visits to places of
interest have included one to the Royal Naval Museum
at Greenwich, and a walk through 'Blackwall Tunnel.
An Episcope has been purchased. Film Shows have
been given and special Christmas events were a
Party and visit to a Circus. Secretary: P. A. Knight,
17, Linden Avenue, Thornton Heath.

STROuu—A Branch Party was held during Novem-
ber. Film Shows also have been arranged and a
Quiz has been enjoyed. Excellent Track Meetings
are held, and larger layouts, giving greater oppor-
tunities for interesting running, are being arranged.
Secretary: D. Hargest, 6, Holly Lane, Stroud.

WEYMOUTH AND DISTRICT BRANCH—  Additions to
the Branch layout are being made each week. Lineside
Accessories have been constructed by members, who
are now building an Engine Shed. Secretary: A. J .
Brown, 68, Wyke Road, Weymouth, Dorset.

Members of the Worcester College for the Blind M.C.
Mr. R. D. Follett. Leader, is third from the left in the
back row, with K. Peak And M. Griffin, joint secretaries,
on his right. This Club was affiliated in March 1944.
Model-building and other contests are the chief features
of the programme, which also includes talks and visits to

local works and factories.
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Among the Model-Builders
By "Spanner"

mechan ism.
The Rod l can be moved endways by means ol

a 2 | '  Strip, which is Jock-nutted to an Angle Bracket
bolted to the base. A Bolt fixed in the next-to-end
hole of the Strip engages between two Collars locked
on Rod I.

Forward drive is obtained by sliding Rod 1 so
that its I '  Pinion is brought into mesh with the
Coatrate 3. Reverse drive is obtained by sliding the

A CABLE-OPERATED BRAKE
Last month I mentioned a method of using Spring

Cord in the construction of control cables for the
winding mechanism of a remote controlled crane.
This mechanism aroused considerable interest among
model- builders, and in response to several requests
for further application of such cables, I am describing
.this month a ratchet brake mechanism operated on
similar lines. This is shown in Fig. 1,
and it will be found specially suitable
for use in any model where there is
insufficient space to fit the more usual
rod-operated brake.

A Pawl is locked on a 2 j ’  Rod 1 that
is mounted between side-plates. The
Pawl engages the teeth of a Ratchet
Wheel 2. and is held in the "on” position
by a Spring 3. One end of the Spring is
fitted over a Bolt fixed in the threaded
hole of the Pawl, and its other end is
bolted to one of the side-plates.

The ends of the Spring Cord are fixed
in a Coupling 4 and in a Collar held by
the Bolt 5. A length of piano wire
forming the core of the cable is fastened
to the Pawl and also to a Coupling 6 ,
which is locked on a 3 |*  Rod fitted with
a Crank 7, An Angle Bracket is bolted
to the Crank to represent a foot- pedal.
A SIMPLE REVERSING MECHANISM

Fig. 2 illustrates a simple device that
will be found useful in many models
where some form of reversible drive is
required. It also provides a reduction
ratio of 3:1 in both forward and reverse directions.

To construct it a 4* Rod I is passed through holes
in a Channel Bearing bolted to a 5 | *x2J '  Flanged
Plate. This Rod is free to slide endways in the holes,
and carries a |*  Pinion and one half or a Dog Clutch.
A 3|* Rod 2 is also mounted in a Channel Bearing,
but this one is fitted with a J '  Pinion aud the other
half of the Dog Clutch. This Rod is held in its place
by a Collar, which is positioned on the Rod so that
the V Pinion is kept in constant mesh with a I J '
Cocitrate 3 that is fixed on the output shaft of the

Fig. 1. A cable-opera ted brake mechanism.

Rod so that the halves of the Dog Clutch are engaged.
HOW TO USE GEARS AND PULLEYS

When a model is driven, either by band from a
Crank Handle, or by a Clockwork or Electric Motor,
its realism and successful working depends to a
very great extent on the form of driving gear em-
ployed. For example, if only a small amount of
power Is needed as in the case of a small windmill,
the model may be driven direct from the Crank
Handle or from the driving spindle of the Motor, or

through a belt running over two pulleys
of the same diameter. These will give
what is known as a 1:1 (one-to-one)
ratio. Greater power can be obtained
by incorporating different sizes of
pulleys or gears, which will have the
effect of reducing the speed of the drive
but wilt give corresponding increase in
the output power. In the simplest
method this increased power can be
obtained by connecting a small pulley
on the Motor to a larger pulley on the
driving shaft of the model. Thus if a
I* Pulley is made to drive a 3* Pulley,
a reduction ratio of 3:1 (three- to-one)
is obtained. This means that the driven
shaft will take about three times the
load that the motor shaft would handle
directly, but will rotate at only one
third of the speed.

This matter of pulley and gear ratios
is of great importance, and as my
correspondence shows that many younger
model-builders are not quite sure of
the uses of the various ratios obtainable,
I am giving the following details which
will, I hope, help to make matters more
clear.

Figs. 3 and 4 show examples of several
Fig. 2, This simple reversing mechanism requires only two Pinions

and a Contra te Wheel.
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1:3 and 1:2, formed by a Pinion 3
and a 57-teeth Gear, and a |* Pinion 4
and a 50-teeth Gear respectively. The
last example gives a ratio of 1:1 ob-
tained by meshing together two 1 '
Gears. At the top of the panel a Worm
Wheel 5 is shown meshed with a J '
Pinion, giving a 19:1 ratio. This last
combination is not reversible.

A FINE COMPETITION FOR ALL
MECCANO BOYS

Every Meccano boy should enter the
model-building competition announced
here, for there is every possibility that
he may win one of the fine prizes
offered. All that is necessary to take
part in the contest is to build a Meccano
model This may be of any type, and

with Meccano the only condition is that it must be the
competitor's own unaided work. Every

reader is eligible to compete
in this contest, no matter what his age may be.

Any size of Outfit may be used in building the model,
but good workmanship and constructional details that
show ingenious uses for Meccano parts, will attract
the attention of the judges far more than the mere
size of a model.

Fig. 3. Examples of various speed ratios obtainable
Pulleys. •

of the more useful ratios that are possible, though
these bv no means exhaust the range of available
combinations. By combining two or more of these
ratios in a train, an almost infinite variety of final
ratios can be obtained.

Fig. 3 illustrates useful ratios obtained by using
pulleys of various sizes connected
by driving belts. The first shows
a f Pulley 1 and a 3* Pulley, and
provides a ratio of 1:6. Following
this are a 1 '  Pulley 2 and a
Pulley 3 connected to 2* Pulleys,
giving ratios of 1:2 and 1:4 res-
pectively. Finally Pulleys are
shown connected to a 1 j* and a
I* Pulley respectively, giving
ratios of 1:3 and 1:2. It should
be noted that the ratios obtained
by using pulleys are approximate,
as the diameter of the pulleys is
measured to the outside of the
groove.

When a Clockwork or Electric
Motor is used to operate a model
it is usually necessary to introduce
some form of reduction, and it
should be a simple matter to
select a suitable ratio from those Fig. 4. Some standard combinations of Meccano gearing.
illustrated.

In certain hand-operated models it will be found
convenient to increase the speed of the Crank Handle.
This can be easily effected by filing a large diameter
gear or pulley to the Crank Handle and connecting
this to one of smaller diameter on the model driving
shaft. <

The first example marked 1 in Fig. 4 gives a ratio of
1:7 and is formed by a Pinion 1 meshed with a 3 | "
Gear. Following this is a 1:5 ratio obtained by using a
I* Pinion 2 and a 2|* Gear. The next two ratios are

After the model is built the next job is to obtain a
suitable illustration of it. This should be a photograph,
but a sketch will do  quite well if a good photograph is
impossible. The competitor must w’rite bis age, name
and address on the back of the illustration and enclose
it, together with a brief description of the model, in
an envelope addressed “February General Model-build-
ing Contest, Meccano Ltd., Binns Road, Liverpool 13."

Entries will be grouped into two Sections, one for
competitors living in the British isles and the other

for Overseas competitors. Those
from competitors in the British
Isles may be sent in at any time
up to 31st March. Entries from
readers living Overseas will be
accepted until 30th June.

The following prizes will be
awarded in each Section for the
best ‘ built and most interesting
models received. First, Cheque for
£2/2/-; 2nd, Cheque for £1/1/-;
3rd, P.O. for 10/6. There will be
also five consolation prizes of 5/-
each and Certificates of Merit.

It should be noted that successful
entries become the property of
Meccano Ltd., but photographs
or sketches of unsuccessful models
will be returned to senders provided
that a stamped addressed envelope
of the necessary size is enclosed with
the entry for that purpose.

A “Tug-of-War” contest. This amusing model was built by E. P.
Tapper, South Perth, West Australia, and won a prize in a Meccano

model-building competition.
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New Meccano Models
Single Deck Bus—Mobile Crane

ALL the parts used in the construction
of the motor bus shown in Figs. 1

and 2 are contained in a No. 5 Outfit.
The chassis is made by bolting two 12|"

Angle Girders to a Flanged Sector Plate,
and then joining these, at the rear, by a

the panelling is extended at the rear by
a 2J*x2f* Flexible Plate. This Plate is
bolted to a 5£*x 2 | "  Flanged Plate forming
the back of the bus. The curved panelling
at the rear is formed by two Curved Plates
bolted to the Flanged Plate. A Curved

Strip 7 on each side of
the model is attached by
a Fishplate to the 12 J*
Strips 4. The x 2 | "
Flanged Plate is con
nected to the rear of the
chassis by a 2 |*  x
Double Angle Strip.

The side of the driver's
cab consists of a 2 J* x 1
Flexible Plate, and is
attached to the off-side
bodywork by a Strip.
The front of the cab is
formed by two 2 fx l f
Flexible Plates over-
lapped two holes and
fastened to a 2 | *  x
Double Angle Strip 8.

Two 5|* Strips are bolted to Obtuse
Angle Brackets fastened to the Strips 4
on each side. The sides of the roof are

Outfit No. 5 contains al l  the parts needed
motor bus.

construct this fineto

formed by 12|* Strips bolted to the 5 | "
Strips, and the centre is filled in by a
5 |*x2p  and two 4 x2$" Flexible
Plates. These are fastened to 12J* Angle
Girders bolted to the Strips. A
5 fx2 f  Flexible Plate forms the cab
roof, and a 5 J*x l i*  Flexible Plate is
clamped under the ends of the 12j* Strips
and bolted to the Curved Plates at  the rear.

Double Angle Strip. The sides
of the bonnet are formed by 2 P x 2|"
Flexible Plates.

The framework of the near side of the
body is formed by joining together two

Strips 1 and attaching these to a
Strip by a l *x l "  Angle Bracket. The
Strip is fastened to the top of the
bonnet by  an Angle Bracket. A compound
Strip 3 consisting of two 2|* Strips joined
together is bolted to the rear end of the
Strips 1 and to a 12|* Strip 4, which is
connected to the front end
of the Strip 1 by a 2£*
Strip. The window frames
are represented by 2 *
Strips and 2 J*x |*  Double
Angle Strips bolted to the
Strips 1.

The near side is filled in
by a 5 | *x2 | "  Flexible
Plate, half of a Hinged
Flat Plate and a 5 | *x l i*
Flexible Plate 5. Two
Strips 6, overlapped eight
holes, are attached to the
side by Fishplates. Con-
struction of the oii-side of
the body is similar, except
that a 12 |"  Strip is used in
place of the Strips 1 and Fig. 2. An  underneath view of the bus.
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The front wheels are mounted on
Rods journalled in Angle Brackets fixed
to  a 3C  Strip 9, and in the chassis members.
The rear wheels are locked on a 5J Rod
mounted in the chassis.

A Magic Motor is bolted to the chassis,
and drives a l*  Pulley on a 3 J* Rod 10.
A J* Pulley on this Rod is then
connected to a 1* Pulley on the
rear axle.
Mobile Crane

The jib of the simple crane shown
in Fig. 3 may be raised or lowered
according to the head space available,
and may also be used for direct
lifting when the Lifting wire itself is
not strong enough to take the load.
A 5|"x2A* Flanged Plate forms the
base and two Flat Trunnions bolted
to its flanges support a 44* Rod.
The bolt that  holds these Trunnions
also fixes in position a 2 |*  Curved
Strip. A Pulley 5 is locked on
the rear axle and is driven from a
Magic Motor bolted under the
5 |*x2 j*  Flanged Plate. A 3* Rod
is passed through the 5 |*x2f*
Flanged Plate and through a l j *x2 |*
Flanged Plate, which is under the front
of the model, and is held in place by a
Collar. The upper end of the 3* Rod is
fitted with a Steering Wheel, and its
lower end passes through a 2 | *x  J* Double
Angle Strip and is held in a Coupling.
Each end of the Coupling carries a 2* Rod.

Two Flat Trunnions and Trunnions
form the radiator, and the bumper is a
3 fx f  Double Angle Strip. The seat is
built up from a Girder Bracket attached
to two 2 | *x |*  Double Angle Strips. Two
5 Strips are joined to the front of the
chassis with Angle Brackets and connected
to the sides of the Double Angle Strips. A
3|" Rod is passed through the ends of the
5|* Strips and held in place by Collars.

The base for the bonnet is made up
from two Girder Brackets, the flanges of
which support two 2 | *x l J*  Flexible
Plates. The upper end of the steering rod
is supported by a 1 4* x 4" Double Angle
Strip attached to the Girder Brackets by
Fishplates.

The base of the jib superstructure con-
sists of two 2T 'x  14" Flanged Plates, one
of which extends the chassis by two holes
and supports two 2|*X 14* Flagged Plates
that form the back. The two Flanged
Plates at  the base are joined by a 2|*
Strip, and the vertical Flanged Plates are
connected by two Strips, Another
24*x l j*  Flanged ’Plate forms the front

of the superstructure and is connected to
the base by Fishplates. The sides are
joined by Strips, which are used to
support a 34* Crank Handle fitted with
a Cord Anchoring Spring. The Plate a t
the back is extended by Strips that
support a 3* Axle Rod 1 forming a pivot.

Fig. 3. A novel crane for lifting light loads.

Two 124" Strips carrying two Eye
Pieces 2, form the jib sides, and are spaced
by a 14* x 4* Double Angle Strip, to
which are also bolted two 1* Triangular
Plates which are pivoted on the Rod 1.
Another two 1* Triangular Plates are
used for the jib head, and they carry a
1* Axle Rod supporting a 4* Pulley. A
34" Rod 8 supports two 54* Strips spaced
by Double Angle Brackets. The ends of
these Strips are connected to the Eye
Pieces by bolts held by Grub Screws.

A Threaded Boss 3 is lock-nutted to the
54* Strip and a 1* Screwed Rod is held
in its threaded bore. The Screwed Rod
passes through the Flanged Plate and into
the thread of a Threaded Coupling. The
other end of the Coupling holds a 34*
Rod, which is passed through the Flanged
Plate a t  the back of the model and held
by a Collar.

This Rod holds a Pulley fitted with a
Rubber Ring 4 that when turned moves
the Rod and screws the Coupling along
the Threaded Rod, so moving the jib.

Parts required for the model Crane: 2 of No. J; 4 of
No. 2; 2 of No. 3; 2 of No. 5; 2 of No, 6; 2 of No. 6a;
4 of No. 10; 2 of No. 11; 2 of No. 12; 1 of No. 15b;
2 of No. 16; 1 of No. 16a; 2 of No. 16b; 2 of No. 17;
1 of No. 18b; 1 of No. 19g; 2 of No. 21; 1 of No. 22;
2 of No. 35; 60  of No. 37; 8 of No. 38; 1 of No. 45;
3 of No. 48; 3 of No. 48a; 1 of No. 48b; 2 of No. 50a;
7 of No. 51; I of No. 52; I of No. 57b; 1 1 of No. 59;
I of No. 63; 1 of No. 63c; 1 of No. 64; 4 pf No. 77;
4 of No. 90; 1 of No. 124; 2 of No. 126; 4 of No. 1 26a;
1 of No. 155: 1 of No 161; 1 of No. 185; 2 of No.
188; I Magic Motor.
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The Hornby-Dublo  “South Essex Railway”
THE diagram shows the Hornby-Dublo

railway of an "MM."  reader, Mr.
A. E. Clark, of Rainham, Essex, which has
several points of interest that should
appeal to other Du bio owners. Unlike
many systems, the "South Essex Railway,"
to use the title chosen, provides principally
for the operation of a frequent local
passenger service. Let us follow the
owner’s description:

“The line is single except for passing
loops, and consists of a large oval with a
terminus named " Fenchurch.’’ From the
latter the three platform roads lead
directly into a single track which climbs
round to the left over the continuous oval
track by a short
bridge, and drops
down to "Barking"
station. Here there
are two platforms
with a passing loop,
off which trails a
connection to the
carriage sidings, a
double-road engine
shed to hold four
locomotives, and a
further siding for
coal wagons and
miscellaneous stock.

"Leav ing
’Barking’ the track
becomes  s ing le
again, and then
immediately opens
out into a tri-
angular junction,
on the straight side
of which is the

The latter are normally kept alongside
the engine shed with two coal wagons
just in front of them. The other two coal
wagons are at the wharf, and the spare
coaches on the ’Fenchurch' siding.

"During 'peak periods' all four 0-6-2
tanks and their passenger trains are in use.
while the fifth 0-6-2 waits at * Fenchurch'
as a turnover engine. Trains run from
‘Fenchurch’ to ‘Barking/ then make nearly
two complete circuits of the oval before
turning back to the terminus. On the
outward journey at ’Barking’ trains are
switched alternately over the left and
right hand roads of*the triangular junction.

"Only one train runs during the slack
periods, the engine
running round its
t r a in  a t  t he
terminus by' means
of the crossover
points provided.
The  r ema in ing
trains are stabled
two in the depot
and one in the bay
p l a t fo rm a t
’Fenchurch/ During
the slack periods
the two coal wagons
are hauled from
the depot to the
riverside wharf,
where they are
exchanged for two
full trucks.

"The  0 -4 -0
eng ine  i s  f o r
emergency only,
and when called

The Hornby-Dublo “South Essex Ra i lway"  of  Mr .  A .  E .
Clark, Rainham, described on  this page.

single platform of ‘Grays,’ The two
diverging tracks from the junction carry
on to form the main oval on which is
situated ’ Uprninster/ a station with two
platforms and passing loop. Off the lower
side of the oval in the diagram is a short
spur leading to a riverside wharf, where
the 'Company coal' and other supplies are
transhipped from barges to wagons.

"The stock consists of five Hornby-
Dublo 0-6—2 Tank Locomotives and an
0-4-0 tank of unknown make. There are
nine twin-articulated units marshalled
into four four-coach trains, with one spare
two-coach set. Five wagons, a van and a
goods brake van complete the stock.
Four of the wagons are for ‘Loco coal’
while the other three are service vehicles.

into passenger service is only capable of
hauling four coaches satisfactorily on the
level. This necessitates terminating its
working out from and back to ’Barking/
where the train is then shunted into the
depot until its turn comes round again.

“The original terminus was at  ’Barking/
this being the reason for the presence there
of the depot and the fact that the shed had
a capacity of four engines only. When the
extension to ’Fenchurch' was built, one
further train, two locomotives and the
spare coaches were obtained."

Since this description was written, the
line has been closed owing to the enlistment
of the owner in the R.A.F. Further develop-
ments were to have included the doubling
of the track, and automatic signalling.
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Goods Yard Working on Hornby Railways

GOODS trains play an interesting part
in the operations on a miniature

railway system. Apart from the variety
of stock employed, the provision of loads
for our wagons adds considerably to the
fun of train working. Matchboxes, small
bobbins and many similar oddments that
can be found at home will make quite
good loads of various kinds.

The actual handling of the loads in
the goods yard can be quite fascinating.
A standard platform or yard crane is just
what we require to
move the loads into or
out of our wagons.
Alternatively, we can
make up a simple
crane, either of the
fixed or mobile type,
from Meccano parts.
In any miniature yard
the mobile type of
crane will have ad-
vantages and will
reduce the amount of
shunting to be done
simply because of its
ability to move up to
practically any vehicle
as required. Those
who  have  more
elaborate systems in-
cluding a goods yard,
can install an effective
gantry crane spanning the yard tracks.

Some loads are naturally adapted for
lifting by the crane hook; others will need
to be "roped -up" for attachment to the
hook, or will require a sling of Meccano
Cord or thin flexible string to permit them
to be lifted. Devising suitable slings for
different purposes can be quite interesting.

The working of the wagons into par-
ticular places in the sidings will sometimes
make interesting shunting movements
necessary. Then there is the reverse
operation of assembling the wagons to-
gether to form a train. This is made easy
by the automatic couplings with which
Hornby rolling stock is fitted; the couplings
engage one another when the vehicles are
pushed together by the engine.

Nowadays, motor vehicles play a
prominent part in the working of a goods
yard, either in railway collection and
delivery services or in the service of private
traders. On a Hornby, or in fact any
miniature railway, corresponding attention

A realistic yard scene on a Hornby layout. The platform crane is about to l ift
the container from the Dinky Supertoy “Guy” Fiat Truck.

should be given to the road services and
traffic, and for this purpose many of the
Meccano Dinky Toys are ideal. For
instance, the Mechanical Horse and Open
Wagon, and the Royal Mail Van, Dinky
Toys Nos. 33w and 34 b respectively,
always look well about the station or yard,
while any of the larger models of various
types will help to swell the volume of
general road traffic.

The introduction of the Dinky Supertoys
has been of special interest and importance

to Gauge 0 railway owners, as the size of
these models makes them very suitable for
use on and about their layouts. The three
"Guy" vehicles. Flat Truck, Flat Truck
with Tailboard and the Lorry are particu-
larly good for local road services.

Our picture shows what a busy goods
yard on a Hornby railway can look like?
The main interest is centred on the goods
platform where the wagons can be loaded
or unloaded by means of the crane. The
crane in the picture is about to lift a

.goods container from the deck of a Super-
toy "Guy" Flat Truck, and transfer it to
the railway wagon waiting alongside.
One of the Open Wagons on the near
track carries Meccano Rods; the other
wagon by the goods platform, is partly
loaded with bales made with brown paper,
"roped" with thin string. The miniature
figures such as the shunter in the fore-
ground, the engine driver and the group
about the platform crane, all add con-
siderably to the realism of the scene.
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BARGAIN DISCOUNT APPROVALS
Ttv our BARGAIN DISCOUNT APPROVALS—the REAL CoHcrtor's Service, equally good for Sellers
and Clubs. Prices i d  -6d. per stamp and generous discount. Modem aud new issues, Dr, Cols, o r  B.C.
and 1 oreign, mint and used. G.Vl priced each and Book of Sets mdiided. Send with confidence,Jor we
NEVER send again unless von ask. For prompt, personal service and complete satisfaction write NOW to

THE BIRKDALE STAMP CO. (P.T.S.)
POSTAL BUSINESS ONLY 104 ,  LIVERPOOL ROAD,  SOUTHPORT,  Lancs.

ROYAL WEDDING
COMMEMORATION PACKET FREE

The historical stamp portraying
rhe Royal  Family is included
in  this collection of different
stamps covering 100 years of
rhe House o f  Windsor .  Old
V i c to r i an  (1841). Duke  o f
W indso r ,  K ing  Geo rge  V .
Present K ing  and Queen, Royal
Princesses and  Duke  and

Duchess of Gloucester. Sets o f  Canadian. Dutch
and Argentine, scarce Bavarian, one f rom L ieu i .
Mounrbatten's country.  Greece, and European issues.
Absolutely free. Just send 3d. postage and request

our famous approvals.

LISBURN & TOWNSEND LTD. (MM)
l a ,  BRONTE ST., LONDON RD. ,  LIVERPOOL 3

FREE TO
ALL

COLLECTORS
(Postage 2|dJ

NEW ISSUE FOR NORFOLK ISLAND

G. P.  KEEF, Willingdon, Eastbourne
BARGAINS IN STAMPS
Hero  « r»  soma more  specia l  o f fe rs  o f  s tamps a t
barga in  prices.  Thia is a groat  oppor tun i ty  to

f i l l  up  those  spaces In  your  co l lec t ion: FREj; . "DIAMOND AIR”
------------- PACKET

includes this beaufi lul
? 2-CoIour Air S t amo(reduced ilkis.)

and 10  other desirable
stamns.Ju'>t send 2Jd. postage,

& ask to see Sp eciot 'Mercury' Approvals

40 different AUSTRALIA . . . .  2/6
10 different BR. GUIANA . . . . 1 / 3
10 different BURMA  ....................... i /6
20 different CEYLON ................... 2/-
30 different EIRE  .............................. 3/6
10 different KENYA . . . . . . .  1/3
12 NEW ZEALAND P ICTORIALS 1L
or  the seven packets containing 132

etamps for 10/6 including postage.
UNloS
Fhi pJ.  Dyke(P T.SJ.35,  Buckleigh Ave., London S.W.20

N.Z. VICTORY STAMPS
I A fine unused set of New Zealand Victory stamps  showing
, Lake Mathuson, King Geo. VI and Parliament, and S t .

Paul's Cathedral with the Union Jack in the background,
a quotation from one of Mr, Churchill's great Battle of
Britain speech' s, and the V sign, designs truly symbolising
(he sources of Peace, Strength, and Victorv, serif free to

all applicants for approvals enclosing 2 |d .  postage.

R D HARRISON, ROYDON, WARE

Supplies arc l imi ted so order promptly and ask for
a selection of  our World-famous Approval Sheets.

ERRINGTON & MARTIN
ExfdL/ished J88()

DEPT. 460 ,  SOUTH HACKNEY,  LONDON E.9

HALF PRICE APPROVALS
We are offering un t i l  further notice special books o f
GREAT BRITA IN  and BRITISH COLONIALS

at 50% DISCOUNT
Min imum purchase, 10/- wor th  for 5/- net .

Send stamp fo r  tr ial  selection.
SAUNDERS & CO.. 8 .  Hawthorne Aye.. KENTON. Mdx.
5 / -mt  frte—1,000 DEALERS' MIXTUREl lFF  PAPlR
Approximate 1,000 /weighed) UNSORTED mixture
Foreign and Colonial  Stamps. O ld  and New issues.
Fine for swaps, C lub  Sheets, etc., etc. You wil l be
pleased, 1 know.  Abroad  postage I L  extra.
JOS. H. GAZE. 10 .  Pimlico Road. CLiTHEROE. Lancs.

RAF.  PEACE FREE
Th is  wonderful offer consists o f  the fine PEACE stamp illustrated, showing
4 famous Aeroplanes; also latest PAKISTAN issue unused and a beautiful
CEYLON CONSTITUTION Commemorative. Free to  al! applicants tor  my Bargain
Discount Approvals and sending 3d. for  postage and lists. State Countries

preferred. (Wi thout  approvals price 8dJ
G* L.  WRIGHT,  Dept. NP, 29 ,  Palace St*, Canterbury ,  Ken t

For nthcT Stamp AdiiertistTHcnf.' see rth*> prtgej 66 and vi i .

FREE GIFT OF STAMPS
to  every applicant for  approval  books. The G IFT
contains 30 Brit ish Colonials including 8 K ,G ,
V I  mint— no Great Br i ta in .  Good discount is
given and  a l ist  o f  98 Gi f ts  is  sent. These can be
chosen by you and vary i n  value according to
the money sent for purchases. Thiy include
K,G.  V I  M in t ,  Silver Jubilees, ALL  the Corona-
tion Sets and  Foreign. 3d.  postage please.

C. A. RUSH. 38 .  Queen’s Avenue. Whetstone, London N.20
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Col l ec t -
o r s  who
bough t
Wembley
L ion
s t amps
of 1925,
wh ich
were
issued in
s m a 1 1 er
number s
than those
of 1924,

Stamp Collecting
Our British Commemoratives

By F. Riley, B.Sc.

'T'HIS year we are to have three British conimemora-
tive issues. Of those one is to mark the Silver

Wedding of the King and Queen, and will coftsist of
two stamps, of values 2Jd. and Z1 respectively. A
second set will comprise two stamps to celebrate the
anniversary of the liberation of the Channel Islands

have found their purchases increasing steadily in
value ever since.

f rom German
occupation: and
the  t h i rd ,
probably of four
va lues ,  w i l l
com  me mora  t e
the holding of
t he  O lympic
Games in this
country. These
i s sues  w i l l
appear in April,
May and July
respectively.

The announce-
ment that these

‘special stamps
were  t o  be
issued came as a pleasant surprise to the great army
of stamp collectors, who had been disappointed to
find that a mere postmark, which in itself had no
special distinction, was the only memento of Princess
Elizabeth’s wedding. Yet after all, this was not
unexpected, for British stamps arc unique
in that they have been almost entirely res-
tricted to the simple purpose for which they
were introduced in 184Q, and rommernoratives
of any kind have been very rare indeed.

The beginning of our very slender com-
memorative history ramc in 1890, when a
special card was issued to celebrate the Jubilee
of the introduction of Penny Postage. The
card also commemorated the Jubilee of the

postage stamp. It was
sold for 6d., although the
actual postage charged
for its transmission
through the mails in
an envelope was only Id.,
and the surplus was used for
a fund for postal servants.
The custom of issuing com-
memorative and  char i ty
stamps now so largely fol-
lowed in practically every
country in the world has
been traced back to the

The next British commemorat Ives came in 1929,
a year in which a Congress of the Universal Postal
Union was held in this country. Different countries
in turn were the hosts of this Congress, and it became
customary for the country concerned to issue com-
memorative stamps to mark the occasion. When
the 9th Congress of 1929 brought such an opportunity
to Britain it was taken in a somewhat half hearted
fashion. Special stamps were printed, one of which
appears on this page, but the designs were decidedly
uninspired, and apart from the inclusion in them of
the words "Postal Union Congress London," the
stamps were on the usual dull lines that had marked
British issues for many years before this Issue, The
£l value was to some extent an exception. It was
a large one, with the usual head of the King and
Crown upon it, but the rest of the design snowed
St. George slaying the dragon in a very fine and
spirited pictorial version of the well-known legend.

There was a further wait of six years for the next
commemorative, the Silver Jubilee of 1935. The
puce then quickened, judged by British standards,
for in the following year came the Coronation stamp,

and only four years
later the centenary
of the Penny Black
was celebrated by
a special issue in
six values, from
Jd. to 3d., with
the same design In
different colours.

Then cam? the
Victory stamps of
1946, which will
be fresh in th?
memory  o f
my readers.

I t  is interesting to spread out these British com-
memorative stamps and to realise how tradition has
been followed in their production. Every one. bears
the head of the King, with that of a Queen added
in two instances. None of them includes the name
of the country; and certainly not one can be described
as a work of art, calculated to arouse admiration
for its design. When we compare them with com-
mentorafives of other countries, or with the wonderful

appearance of this card, so
that here, as well as in the introduction of the adhesive
stamp itself, Great Britain can claim pioneering rights,

For a further British commemorative outbreak we
had to wait until 1924. It took th? form this time
of an actual stamp, issued to mark the British Empire
Exhibition opened at Wembley in
that year, and it was followed in
the second year of the Exhibition
by a similar stamp with the dale
altered from 192+ to 1925. The
stamp was of unusual size and shape
for a low value, but its design was
not particularly attractive in the
pictorial sense. As was customary
with British stamps, the head of the
King and the Crown were included,
and the lion that is the oply other
prominent feature was the symbol
adopted for th? Exhibition itself.

pictorial issues of our own Commonwealth stamps,
they provoke a sense of disappointment. Excellent
opportunities of producing something really striking
that would have given pleasure to stamp collectors,
at home and abroad, have been thrown away on
these occasions and also on others that have been

passed by without any recognition.
Let us hope for better things from

th? cumuiomoratives of 1948. The
finest stamps in the world cun be
printed in Great Britain and we
should have for them ideas and
designs that will make them worthy
to be placed alongside the finest
com memora lives that have appeared
anywhere. We can assume that the
stamps will be placed on general sale
for a period, and will be for genuine
postal use, so that they will be accept-
able additions to our collections.
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GUADELOUPE
AND HUNGARY FREE
We  will send YOU. ABSOLUTELY FREE. • fine gift ol  New
Issues, comprising the illustrated lovely new stamp from the
French West Indies island of GUADELOUPE showing a
Native Woman and Sailing Ships in the Harbour of Port
Basse-Terre. In addition, we will send you FREE a fine
new red and bhek HUNGARIAN stamp showing a crowned
Madonna.
Get thia gift to  improve your collection, by sending us 3d. in

stamps tor our postages and asking for the Guadeloupe and Hungary FREE GIFT and our famous approvals.
WINDSOR STAMP CO.  (Dept .  M) ,  UCKFIELD,  SUSSEX

Wm. GOODE (Retail) LTD.
OFFERS

MAURITIUS CENTENARY Comp. Mint 2/-
Used 3/-

CEYLON CONSTITUTION Comp. Mint 1/3
Used 1/9

CANADA PRINCESS WEDDING Mint 6d.
. .  . .  ., Used 9d.

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
8.G. Large Catalogue Numbers Mint marked •

Postage extra 8.A.E. appreciated
I d .  ea.:  107, 146, 147. 149, 175, 176, 193, 194, 196, 223,
224, 226A, 226B. 227A, 230. 2d. ea.: 71, IOS, 17«.
199, 218, 220, 223*, 227B, 227C, 228, 228B. 229B, 260,
261, 262, 263. 3d. ea.: 105*, 127, 144, 148*, 193*, 194*,
200. 215*. 216, 224A ,  225, 227, 229, 233A ,  266, 278.
4d. ca.: 115, 121, 123, 127*, 129, 181, 221, 256, 265,
280A, 281A ,  284, 293, 294, 295. 6d. ea.: GO, 74, 121*,
125, 130, 132, 147*, 178*, 180, 182, 229A, 232B, 235B .
264, 267, 275, 279A ,  281, 285, 296. 9d. ea,: 59, 100*,
103*, 104*, 106*. 151, 152, 181*, 200* (no gum),  268,
276, 279, 280, 282, 283, 286, 297, 298, 299. 1 / -  ea.:
142, 236, 269, 302. 1 .3  ea.: 277, 287. 1 /6  ea.: 95,
98, 120*, 150, 270, 279B, 289, 303. 1 9 ea.: 101*. 102*,
117*, 118*, 179, 257. 2/- ea.: 12, 15, 72, 76, 126, 258,
271. 2 /6  ea.: 80, 81,  272, 279C*. 288. 3/- ea.: 79,
290, 303A .  3/6 ea.:  18, 20, 27. 5 / -  ea.: 17, 22, 50, 77,

99, 259, 291, 304. 6/- ea.: 52, 57.
FRED HARLOW,  B.P.A..

133, BRADBOURNE VALE,  SEVEN0AK8,  KENT
’Phone: 2742 Sevenoaks Bankers: Barclay’s L td.

APEX LOOSE LEAF. SPRING BACK ALBUM
Complete with 50 leaves . .  . .  . .  9/11
’’METEOR” ILLUSTRATED LOOSE LEAF ALBUM
Complete with 100 leaves . .  , .  . .  25/-

All KG.  VI issues in stock, including all commcmoratives
Send for our list to-da?

19, CLIFTON ROAD, RUGBY
TRY ME FOR YOUR APPROVALS

I have a varied selection. Single Colonials
and foreign, and many cheap sets,

20 Stamps to each applicant, includes Malta,
Cyprus, Zanzibar, St. Helena. Barbados,

Grenada.
Without approvals 9d. Postage extra.

5 .  H .  FLEMING
Newhaven,  Glyn Avenue ,  Colwyn Bay

EXTRA SPECIAL
BRIT ISH COLONIAL EU fta fc*
VARIETY  PACKET § | 1 BBS

This magnificent packet of specially selected
stamps will be sen t  t o  you absolutely

free per return of post
Each packet includes Scarce Jubilee, large
Coronation, recent Victory, Zoological and
latest New Issue Stamps. *

Send immediately Zjd. towards postage
and request our Famous Bargain Discount
Approvals. Personal Service, no  rubbish.
Write to-day:

L. E. THOMPSON
70,  Cavendish Avenue ,  London  W.13

FREE INDIA FREE!
The very latest Indian stamp commemorating
the Independence will be sent quite free to
new customers for our special ”Jd. Upwards”
approval selections. Write to-day, enclosing i

Zid. stamp for postage to:—
CAPT.  M .  CAMPBELL & CO.  (Dept .  MM)

------ 58, HIGH STREET, WATFORD. HERTS ■■ I

— BARNET & FORD -------
THE STAMP SHOP

5b ,  High St ree t ,  CONWAY,  N .  Wales
FREE OFFER OF MONTHLY LIST

We will post our monthly list free of all charge for
12 months to all purchasers of a mint set of Australia
Newcastle Commemoratives for 1/3 or to all New

Subscribers to our New Issue Service.

TEN LARGE DUTCH PICTORIALS
I n  fine used condit ion, sent entirely FREE i f  you ask
to see approvals and enclose 3d. s tamp for postage and
packing. Without approvals the packet wil l be supplied

for 1 / - .
Special Offers of Fine Used Stamps. — France, Three
Peace Conference, 2 /6 .  United States, complete set,
32 Presidential, 17/6.  Four Roosevelt Memorial, 1 /6 .
W.  C. LE  MERCIER,  BISHOP’S WALTHAM,  HANTS.

MINT CORONATIONS. Ascension. Caymans or Swazi.
ILperset ea.;Nigerta l id. ;  Br. Honduras or  Ceylon 1/2
ca.: New Zealand Health-47, used 6d. Postage 2jd.
B. PURCELL. 22. GREEN LANE. AMERSHAM. BUCKS.

FREE-STAMPS CATALOGUED 3 ' -
to applicants for jd. approvals

COX,  17 ,  STONELEIGH PARK ROAD.  EWELL
For other Sjflmp Advertitement; tee o / to  page* 64  ond  c i i .
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countries, owing to the fact that new issues are
being brought out with far too great a frequency.
If our own colonies adopted the same methods,
they too would very soon lose their appeal. Now
it is quite evident that the
countries which are leaving
tbe Commonwealth are in-
tent on bringing out new
sets all the time, and this
will bring into ill favour
cou n t ries associa ted with
them. In other words if
Gibbons continue to keep
these stamps in the same
volume of their catalogue as
the rest of the Commonwealth
issues, collectors will in most
cases overlook the fact that
Burma, etc., are no longer in
the Commonwealth, and seeing so many new stamps,
will cease to maintain their old partiality. Our stamps
will then be thought no more of than the “New
Europe" issues. It is to be hoped that Gibbons will
act promptly, and relegate to Part TI all new sets
of stamps which are issued by countries which have
left us.

This is being written some time before i t  will
appear in print, but at the time of writing, one or
two values of the “Cypher” overprints of North
Borneo have appeared, and these are difficult to
obtain. Dealers with more enterprise than judgment
offered the set complete, at a fraction over face,
expecting, of course, that the Crown Agents would
be releasing supplies in London. There were some

blue looks when it was learned
that all had been sent to the
Colony, owing to short supplies
of various values. Certain in-
fluential members of the stamp
trade protested strongly to the
Colonial Office, and it would
now appear that their protests
arc likely to bear fruit, and that
another printing is on order.
By the time these notes come
to be read, there may be con-
firmation of this, but in any
event readers will be wise not
to pay fancy prices for the
set, until something more is

known about it.
We cannot leave the U.S.A, out too long, so this

month we are illustrating the “Old Ironsides" com-
memorative. The stamp will be popular enough, as
ail “ship" stamps are, but the fact that the stamp
was issued at all just goes to show how difficult
these new countries find it to be able to raise historical
events worth commemorating Anyhow they have
used a new shade for a 3c. stamp, if nothing else,
and the result is quite pleasing.

The “Life Insurance Department" “Lighthouse"
stamps of New Zealand, continue to
be best sellers, which shows how im-
portant the design of a stamp is, as
far as the selling of it is concerned.
The previous set could hardly be given
aivay, for the stamps themselves were
poor looking little things. It is this
set which is our strong tip for the
month. Gibbons have now listed the old
set in the Mult. N.Z. and Star water-
mark. The Id. value came out in this
paper, in 1945, but just before the
appearance of the “Lighthouse" set,

the other values Jd. to 6d, also were issued in the
current watermark. There cannot be many of these
stamps about, and if you can obtain a set at Gibbons'
price of 2/5 do not hesitate to buy, for one gets few
chances at such snips. These stamps are becoming
quite popular, for reason given, and not many Com-
monwealth issues have a life of only a week or two
We are illustrating one of the stamps you should
buv. but see that it has the multiple watermark.

Stamp Gossip
and Notes on  New Issues

By F. E. Metcalfe
Z'FHE writer of these notes has just finished a three1 months' trip to Centra] Europe, and it has been
interesting to see collectors of other countries busy
with the stamps which interest them, or rather,
how they manage to enjoy the only issues they are

able to obtain. These are
generally the various new
sets which are emitted so
frequently by their owe
governments.

Those of us who live out-
side these countries are apt
to criticise their numerous
issues, but collectors who are
not able to get any new
stamps, except those of their
own land, are anything but
displeased at the enterprise
of the Post Offices, and if
we were similarly situated

we would probably fee] the same way. As it is, we
can obtain new stamps in abundance from our Com-
monwealth, and as these stamps happen to be so
beautiful we have very Tittle to complain about in
these days of shortages.

Not many of our King George
VI issues are to be seen in
countries like Hungary, but
that is not the fault of the
collectors there. They would
be glad enough to collect them,
were they able to do so. An
American staying in Tthe same
hotel as the writer had a col-
lection of these stamps. They
were hopelessly mounted, and
a Hungarian friend undertook
to make them worth looking a t .
The result was an education
as to the importance of one
taking pains when making a collection.

All that the Hungarian could obtain were some
sheets of plain paper, which were cut to fit a loose-
leaf binder, which had originally been intended for
anything hut stamps. The various sets were all
carefully set out, one to a page. The only writing* up
was the name of the country, the date of issue, and
a neat little map of the country concerned at the
left top corner of each sheet. The American was
charmed, as he had every right to be, and the
murmurs of admiration which came from other
Hungarian collectors when they saw
the result showed clearly how they
would like tn collect our Commonwealth
stamps were they available.

Things are moving fast in the East
and with countries like Burma now
definitely out of the Empire, the question
of keeping the new stamps of this
country, and of others similarly situated,
such as Transjordan, etc., in Part I of
Gibbons' catalogue will have co be
considered seriously.

The whole world looks upon Gibbons'
catalogue as the standard for British Commonwealth
stamps. These stamps are exceedingly popular every-
where, particularly the issues of the present reign,
and this popularity means that the various countries
in the Commonwealth derive substantial revenue
from them. It is true that these current stamps
are, in Che main, exceedingly beautiful, but so are
the modem stamps of Europe, yet they are thought
very little of on the whole, outside their respective
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producing specialised air freighters, and about the
only example to date is the Northrop "Pioneer,"
a good illustration of which appears on page 52.
It was designed with the emphasis on cheap operating
costs, sturdy construction and ability to operate
from small fields, and promises to be a very useful
machine. Three 800 h.p. engines ensure good per-
formance and reliability and the "Pioneer" can take
off in only 700 ft. with a 4|-ton payload. I t  is rather
more streamlined than its British counterparts, with
a corresponding reduction in ease of loading, but
improved handling characteristics in a cross wind.
I t  should prove an ideal replacement for the "Dakota"
freighter on American internal airlines.

It is significant that, at this time when restrictions

A SWISS MODEL RAILWAY
" I  was most interested in the article by W. J .

Bassett- Lowke, entitled ' Model-Making in Switterland,'
in the March 1947 It was, therefore, in the
capacity of a model enthusiast that one of my first
excursions on reaching Lucerne was to visit the Brast
Brothers’ Railway at Horw.

"I  arrived a t  their site, a total stranger, armed with
the ‘Af.Af.,’ March edition, and with its aid made
my interest understood. The eldest brother Mr.
Walter Brast, who speaks English fluently, then
took me under his wing, and, after having showed
me round, gave me the freedom of the site and
allowed me to take as many pictures as I had spools
to fill.

"At the end of one of the most
enjoyable afternoons I have ever
spent, I received a very kind invita-
tion to spend a day with Mr. Walter
Brast at his home in Brugge, about
40 miles from Zurich. In his large
garden he has a very creditable track,
with bridges, stations, sidings, etc.,
and when the engines are there his
entire family take turns at being
engine drivers. When these operations
are in progress it is impossible to
keep the local children on the right
side of the fence, and it was this that
persuaded him to open his ‘Happy
Acre’ at Horw.

"Mr Brast’s next conquest is to
learn the Gaelic language, and I have
managed in some small way to repay
him for his hospitality by sending
him a Gaelic and English Dictionary.

"Before leaving Switzerland I
again visited Horw, and was privileged
to be allowed to drive the 'Royal
Scot,’ pulling a good load of pas-
sengers.

“I  left Horw with the joyous
laughter and the happy shouts of
the children ringing in my ears; with
thanks to my hospitable Swiss hosts
on my lips, and a wish in my heart, that, wherever
there are children may someone like the Brast B’ others
be with them, sharing their hobby, their pleasure,
and their fun."

J.  GARDNER (Glasgow E.2).

Miniature of L.M.S. No. 6100 "Royal Scot" on  the Brast Brothers*
model railway at Horw, Switzerland, referred to on this page. Photo-

graph by J. Gardner, Glasgow E.2.

on foreign travel are having a serious effect on British
passenger airlines, air freight -carrying is enjoying a
boom. The accent is on export, and loads range from
giant ship’s propellers to race-horses and fountain
fieus. So, for a few years at least, there seems a bigger
uture for the aerial tramp ship than for the sleek

new passenger-carrying air liners now taking shape
in our factories. A well-known air journalist once
described the Bristol "Brabazon" and "Freighter"
as respectively, "Beauty and the Beast.” At the
moment it looks as if the Beast has the laugh over
Beauty!

Oil for Britain (Continued from page 44)
kerosene are pumped to storage; some of the gas
oil, however, is returned tb the tower as reflux.

Three sidestreams are withdrawn from the tower
as shown. These are the materials from which
lubricating oils are manufactured and hence are
termed "lubes" 1. 2 and 3 (see Fig. I). The lube oil
sidestreams flow by gravity into strippers —miniature
fractionating towers — where any remaining light ends
are vapourised by superheated steam, the vapours
being returned to the tower. The stripped lube oil
distillates are pumped to run-down tanks and then
to storage* (To be continued}

COMPETITION RESULTS
HOME

SEPTEMBER 1947 LOCOMOTIVE PARTS CONTEST
1st Prize: P. M. Edwards, Crewe. 2nd Prize: D.

Hewison, Bramley, Leeds. 3rd Prize: C. E. Wravford,
Bovey Tracey. Consolation Prizes: D. W. Field,
Birmingham 22B; D. Goodall, Wakefield; D. Brad-
ford, Uppingham; C. H. Beccroft, Sheffield 2.
SEPTEMBER 1947 STAMP BARGAIN CONTEST

1st Prize: B. Rummery, St. Leonards. 2nd Prize:
B. M. Souter-Smith, Grimsby. 3rd Prize: J .  B Naylor,
Horsforth. Consolation Prizes: L, Bern, Portsmouth;
J. Bryden. Avr, Scotland.

SEPTEMBER 1947 PHOTOGRAPHIC CONTEST
1st Prize, Section A: P. Duffy, Portumna, Co. Galway;

Section B: R.  E. Morris, Swanage. 2nd Prize, Section
A: P. F. Chapman, St. Leona rds -on -Sea; Section B:
S. Kyle, Leighton Buzzard. 3rd Prize, Section A:
F. E. Quenby, Nottingham; Section B: A. E. Moat.
London N.9. Consolation Prizes, Section A: A. W.
Fant ham, Wendover; J .  T. Wood, Sheffield 2; R.
Forsey, Nottingham; 5.  L. Connors, New Malden
Section B: D. J. Hards, Welwyn Garden Citv.

Tramps of the Air -(Continued from page 52)
Britain, as described in the June 1947 "Af.Af.,”
London Aero and Motor Services recently tramped
one of their "Halifaxes" round the world, picking
up cargoes tn route. And what cargoes!—everything
from empty beer bottles and machinery to seven
tons of dripping. Rather surprisingly, the "Halifax"
has proved a very efficient air freighter, carrying
seven tons of cargo for 900 miles at speeds of about
200 rn.p.h. But there is obviously scope for a
specialised cargo-plane in this category, to supersede
the "Halifax," and the giant new "Universal Freighter”
being built by General Aircraft may be the answer.

The Americans, perhaps because of a preference
for "glamour," have got off to a very late start in
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Competitions! Open To All Readers
entries in competitions become the properly of Meccano Ltd.

Unsuccessful entries i*  photographic, drawing and similar contests will be returned t/
suitable stamped addressed envelopes or wrappers are enclosed with them

Locomotive Shadows

In the panel on this page are the silhouetted forms
of several well-known locomotive types. Some of these
will be recognised fairly easily; others will take a little
more study to determine. Readers are asked to make
a list of the locomotives represented by these
silhouettes in numerical order, stating the class and
wheel arrangement, with the name of the owning
railway and pre-grouping owner, if any.

The contest will be divided into the usual two
sections, for Home and Overseas readers respectively,

and in each there will be prizes to the value of 21/-,
15/- and 10/6, together with several consolation
prizes for other good efforts. In the event of a tie
for anv prize the judges wilt take neatness and
originality into consideration.

Envelopes containing entries should be addressed to
"February Locomotive Shadows Contest, Meccano
Magazine, Binns Road, Liverpool 13.'* The closing
date in the Home Section will be 31st March and
that for Overseas 30th September.

be prizes of 21/-, 15/- and 10/6 for the best entries
in order of merit, with additional awards of 2/6 each
for other deserving efforts. Entries should be addressed
"February Figure Drawing Contest, Meccano Magazine,
Binns Road, Liverpool 13" The closing dates are
31st March in the Home Section and 30th September
in the Overseas Section.

Figure Drawing Novelt ies
For our second competition this month we have a

Figure Drawing Contest, a type that has proved very
attractive to readers in the past, but has not figured
in our pages for many years.

The idea of the competition is very simple. All
that entrants have to do is to send in a drawing in
which the outlines, details and shading are all in-
dicated by figures In other words, every line in the
drawing must be one of the numerals 1 to 9. and 0
can be included if desired. It will be seen that here
is a splendid opportunity for "M.M."  readers to
exercise their skill and ingenuity, and they win find
that it is really good fun to see what they can do
with figures.

There are no restrictions beyond the necessity for
using the numerals indicated to make up the drawing.
Competitors may choose as their subjects animals, .
scenes, locomotives, buses, aeroplanes— in fact any-
thing that seems to them to provide the best
opportunity for figure drawing. Each figure in the
completed drawing must be clear and distinct, but
it can be laid on its side or even placed upside down
in order to suit the requirements of the drawing.

As usual, there are two sections, for Home and
Overseas readers respectively, and in each there will

February  Photographic  Contest
This month's photographic contest is the 2nd of

our 1948 series, and in it, as usual, prizes are offered
for the best photographs of any kind submitted.
There are two conditions— I, that the photoerapb
must have bem taken by the competitor, and 2. that
on the bark of the print must be stated exactly what
the photograph represents. A fancy title may be
added if desired.

Entries will be divided into two sections. A for
readers aged 16 and over, and B for those under 16.
They should be addressed "February Photographic
Contest, Meccano Magazine, Binns Road, Liverpool 13"
There will be separate sections for Overseas readers,
and in each section prizes of 21 /-, 15/- and 10/6 will
be awarded. Closing dates: Home Section, 28th
February; Overseas Section, 31st August.
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THE DEVELOPER
FOR AMATEUR

PHOTOGRAPHERS
A very highly concentrated
liquid developer. Is most
economical. A l i t t le goes quite
a long way. Only has to be
diluted wi th water. Gives well
graduated negatives, full of
detail and free from stain or
fog. Fully detailed Time and
Temperature tables — sent
wi th each bottle — make i t
an easy matter to control
development scientifically.
AZOL has been popular wi th
amateur photographers for

forty years.

Ask your dealer for AZOL. It is on sale everywhere.

JOHNSON & SONS MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS LTD.
HENDON. LONDON N.W.4  ESTABLISHED 1743

ELECTRIC MOTOR HIGHER and HIGHER
stands the reputation of Harbutt’s
“Plasticine.” For more than fifty years
it has been the only reliable modelling
material for home amusement, design-
ing, experimenting, and the handy-
man. “Plasticine” is ever-plastic and
hygienic, and it never deteriorates.

'Plasticine'
HARBUTT’S PLASTICINE LTD.
BATHAMPTON,  SOMERSET

High-speed AC/DC, with reversing switch. Double
field, aobd cap, iron poles; laminated construction;
fitted copper brushes. Ideal for serious model work.
Uses 618 v. battery, accumulator, or S.E.L. Trans-
former 1303, Price 27/6 Ina Pur. Tax). Ask for ocher
S.E.L. Electric Motors, also Fractional H.P. Motors.
Dynamotors, Induction Coils, Electrical Outfits,

Microscopes, etc,
Of all good Dealers and Stores

© SIGNALLING
EQUIPMENT

Merit House, Potters Bar,  Middlesex
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boy to make REAL

BRICKS & MORTAR
BUILDINGS

Those who have been lucky enough to
receive BRICKPLAYER sets for Christmas
can obtain further supplies of bricks, cement,
and other accessories from their local
stockists to enable them to increase the
number of models they can build. Complete
BRICKPLAYER sets can still, of course, be
obtained. Prices of accessories are given
below:

Accessory Pack No.  100. Contains 100
Full size Bricks . . . . , . 2/9 each

Accessory Pack No. 101. Contains 52
2 size and 72 £ size Bricks. . . . 2;9 each

Accessory Pack No.  102. Contains 42
Full size and 16 Half size Gable Bricks and
4 Peak Bricks . . * , , . 2/9 each

Accessory Pack No.  111. 4 sheets Roof
Tiles 11J in. x 5 |  in. and 2 lengths of Capping
Tiles ..................................... 2/3 each

Accessory Pack No. 112. 1 Sheet concrete
roofing, 18 i  in. x 11J in................. 2/3 each

Accessory Pack No. 113. Containing 12
window and 2 door frames, glazing material
to match, 3 metal doors and window sills,

6/- each

Accessory Pack No.  114. Bag of Brickplayer
cement .......................... . .  1/2 each

Accessory Pack No. 115. Bottle of Roofing
Cement ..................................... 6d. each

Inclusive of  Purchase Tax  f rom Toy Shops and Scores

If your dealer cannot supply, write for address of  nearest
stockist to:

J. W.  SPEAR & SONS LTD.
GREEN STREET, ENFIELD, MIDDLESEX

8HL I I
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Build Flying Models Now
»nd be ready for the Spring competitions. We stock
the complete ranges of all the leading manufacturers.

Here are a few of the popular l ines:
Price Postage
each & Packing

RUBBER POWERED MODELS
I FROG Sprite . .  24 in. W ingSpan . .  4 6 7d.

„ Stratosphere 42 in 17 6 ?d.
VERON Skylark . .  21 in 4/6 7d.

, ,  Fantail . .  20 in. . ,  . ,  5/- 7d.
PETROL POWERED MODELS
FROG 45 . . 45 in. Wing Span . . 42 6 9d.
KEILKRAFT Phantom 21 in 18 6 9d.

, ,  Junior 60 60 in 59 6 1/-
VERON Stentorian . . 72 in. , ,  „ 69 6 1/-
ENG1NES
FROG 1.75 ex. Petrol . .  . .  £3/10/- 1/-

(Complete w i th  coll, condenser and airscrew).
FROG 1.00 ex.  Diesel . .  . .  £3/0/0 1 -
E.D. 2.00 ex. Diesel . .  . .  £4/10/- 1/-

(Complete wi th  airscrew).

200 -202 ,  REGENT ST., LONDON W.1
(Our  only address)  Tel.:  Regent 3161

Send 2Jd. in stamps for ful l  list of aeroplanes
I and cvarsfiip kits and plans.

Plans for a PETROL STATION
in 4 mm.  scale 3/6  (Post 4d.)

New ‘M ICROMODEL’  4 mm.  SCALE
CUT-OUT CARDS IN  COLOUR

9d. EACH (Post 2d. on  any quantity)
No. 4 Sentinel Steam Waggon

No. 5 Leyland 'Hippo' 6 wheel sided lorry
No. 6 A.EC. 'Mammoth' 8 wheel platform lorry

New ‘L INESIDE’  LORRY PLANS in
4 mm.  SCALE,  6d. EACH  (Post 2d. any quantity)

Maudslay Articulated Lorry
J.N.S.N. Light Diesel

Guy 'Vixen' Pantechnicon
NC.B. Battery Electric Vehicle

Also 4 mm.  WHEEL SETS comprising
7 wheels, axles and bearers f / -  (Post 2d.)

MAGAZINE AND LIST No .  4
Lises nearly 450 plans, {flanbooks, kits and | /
accessories with artic/es, notes and hints

MODELCRAFT LTD. 77LONDONS*S.wriRtl

WILSON’S
LEADERS & PIONEERS

PRESENT
BOND’S
Scale Model Track Parts THE ’OCTOPUS STREAMLINER’

A new 4mm. scale streamlined freighter, latest addition
to the Wilson lorry fleet. Kit includes fully shaped
body, metal laced green and silver cabin and mud-
guard fairings, three-colour transfers, 13 wheels and

all the usual Wilson refinements.
Price 8 '4  (including 2ZI tax}

Gauge ”00” and ”0”

Limi ted  quan t i t i e s  of  ou r  we l l -
known  t r ack  pa r t s  a r c  ava i l ab l e

PRICES:

Steel Rail
”00r’

.. .. 2/6 ..
0”

.. 4i- dor, yds.
Chairs . .  , . .. . .  2/- „ .. 2 6 100
Electric Chairs .. 3/- 100
Fishplates
Wood Sleepers

.7’ .7 4id. 7 .. 7d. dot.

. .  .. 1/2 .. .. 3 6 100
Spikes , .  ,, ,. .. 6d. ., .. 9d. pkt.
Track Gauge .. .. L6  .. . 1/9 each

Plus packing and carriage

NOTE: Only  small quantities are available and
prices may be increased, all orders wil l  be
executed at the price rul ing ar time of delivery

4mm. catalogue and 7mm. leaflet
E-  (P.O.) or leaflet only S.A E.BOND’S 0 ’  EUSTON ROAD LTD.

357 ,  EUSTON ROAD,  LONDON N-W- l
Established J887 *Phone EOSton 5441-2

WILSON'S LORRIES LTD., Dept .  M
1 .  GREAT WINCHESTER ST.. LONDON EC.2

meccanoindex.co.uk
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THE FUTURE IS YOURS
PREPARE FOR IT NOW
Maximum production, on  which
the  l i f e  o f  the  na t ion  res ts ,
depends on  high technical skill.
Th is  g ives  marve l lous  oppor -
tunit ies to young men who have
acqu i red  such knowledge  and
efficiency as that  contained in
an I.C.S. Course of Instruction.

The  I.C.S. of fer  Courses of  Instruction
in  a wide range of  subjects,  including:
Accountancy
Advert is ing
Aeronautical Engineering
A i r  and Vacuum Brakes
Ai r -Condi t ion ing
Arch i tecture
Archi tectural  Drawing
Aud i t ing
Boilermaking
Book-keeping
Building
Business Training
Business Management
Carpent ry
Chemical Engineering
Chemist ry .  O rg .  & Inorg.
C iv i l  Engineering
C le rk  of  Works
Coal Min ing
Commercia l  A r t
Concrete Engineering
Cot ton Manufacturing
Diesel Engineering
Draughtsmanship

(State which branch)
Drawing  Office Practice
Electrical Engineering
Eng. Shop Practice
Fire Engineering
Fuel Technology
Heating and Vent i lat ion
Hydraul ic  Engineering
Hydro-Electr ic
I l luminat ion Eng.
Internal  Comb.  Eng.

Joinery
Journalism (Free Lance)
Machine Designing
Marine Engineering
Mechanical Draw ing
Mechanical Engineering
Mine  Surveying
Min ing  Electrical
Motor  Engineering
Motor  Mechanic
Moto r  Vehicle Opera t ion
Plastics
Quan t i t y  Surveying
Radio Engineering
Radio Service Eng.
Railroad Engineering
Refrigeration
Salesmanship
Sanitary Engineering
Sheet-Metal Work
Short-Story Wr i t i ng
Steam Engineering
Structural  Steelwork
Surveying

(State which branch >
Telegraph Engineering
Text i le  Designing
Toolmaking
Weld ing ,  Gas & Elec.
Woodwork ing  Drawing
Wool len  Manufacturing
Works Engineering
Works  Management

THE DEMAND FOR WELL-
TRAINED MEN IS URGENT
AND UNLIMITED — BUT
THERE IS NO WORTH-WHILE
PLACE FOR THE UNTRAINED

If you need technical training, our advice
on any matter concerning your work and your
career is yours for the asking— free and with-
out obligation. Let us send you full information
regarding the subject in which you arc specially
in t e re s t ed .  DON’T  DELAY.  Make
ACTION your watchword.

The successful man  DOES to -day  what
the  fai lure INTENDS doing to-morrow.
Wr i te  to  us TO-DAY.

An J mojt of rhe Technical, Professional, Commercial.
Educational and Civil Service Exams., also C. l .L

Elements of Nat. Insurance.
(Examination students are coached t i l l  successful.)

_________________________ YOU MAY USE THIS COUPON __________________________
(Penny stamp cm unsealed envelope'!

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS LTD.
Dept .  218 ,  Internat ional  Buildings, Kingsway, London W.C.2

Please send your free booklet describing I.C.S. Courses

meccanoindex.co.uk
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Momo  J
MODEL STATIONARY STEAM ENGINES

AND WORKING MODELS

Price 8 /11
Price 9H1

solid brass spoked 11/wheel

MODEL POWER HAMMER
MODEL POWER PRESS

Each with cast frames and
MODEL GRINDING MACHINE with two real grindstones

Price 10 /11
MODEL LINESHAFT wi lh  5 driving pulleys enabling you t o  dr ive
several models from one engine or motor Price 1 5 2
MINOR No. J STEAM ENGINE 5 i "  high wi th 3J ”  long seamless
brass boiler,  safety valve, filler funnel, safety lamp and instructions
Prices include Purchase Tax Price 23.4

ALL MAMOD ENGINES AND MODELS FIT
MECCANO AND ARE 100% GUARANTEED

Ask to see them at your Dealers or wr i te  for illustrated leaflets
enclosing I d ,  stamped addressed envelope to.

MALINS (ENGINEERS)  L IM ITED
ST.  MARYS ROW,  B IRMINGHAM 4

Run your own Workshops
wit h these magnificent real
working scale models driven
f rom your model  s team
eng ine ,  c lockwork  o r

electric motorTWIN  BARREL

POM POM
(Prov. Pat. 4403-46. Full patents pending.)

REGISTERED DESIGN

I l lust rat ion shows
MODEL POLISHING SPINDLE
Wuh two  real  polishing bobs 11"
diameter and heavy cast frame.
Beautifully finished i n  red and
green - Price 6 /1  1A twin barrel spring operated Naval

type gun, firing single shots or a stream
of 20-25 projectiles, the barrels auto-

matically recoiling with each shot.
This is an “ASTRA”  precision model.
Strongly constructed and accurate i n
detail. Overall length 10 in. THE
REAL TH ING IN  MIN IATURE!

Retail price 18,/6 plus purchase tax.

Sole patentees and manufacturers:

ASTRA PHAROS LTD
239, EARLS COURT ROAD, LONDON S.W.5

"CARDBOARD ROLLING STOCK
and HOW TO BUILD IT"

The ideal model railway book for every boy, 2s.  6d .
from the local ERG Stockist or 2s.  9d .  post free direct

"POWER POTENTIAL"
Studies of Locomotives at Rest . . . a fine volume for

all railway cnthu>iasit 25s. Od. post free

E. RANKINE GRAY
The Loading OO Trade  Supply  Firm

691  CHRISTCHURCH RD. BOSCOMBE, BOURNEMOUTH

CHEMISTRY APPARATUS
Sood S tamp for

COMPLETE

PRICE LIST
•

SPECIAL  OFFER:
Bunsen Burner

Tripod Useful
Glassware

12 /6
Post Paid

Drydex torch and cycle batteries
throw a brighter beam

and last longer

usutD ar
TH  I CHLOR  ID  I E i re  TR ICAL STORAGE  COMPANY LTD

DEf  (Scientific Dept. Gt. 60 .  High Street
Dt  A STOKE NEWINGTON, LONDON N.16

meccanoindex.co.uk
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STAMP ADVERTISEMENTS

(See pager 64  and

©

MINT  PEACE SETS.  Aden 9d.7 Ascension
1/-. Australia 1/2, Br. Solomon Is. 7d.. Burma
1/3, Cayman Is, 9d.( Ceylon 88., Falkland Is.
9d „  Falkland Is. Dep. 1/-, Fiji 10d„  Gilbert &
Ellice Is. 7d., India 2.9, Mauritius 9d.. N .
Zealand 5/-, N .Z .  Dep. (3) 4 9, Nyasaland 6d.,

Pitcairn Is. 10d., Sc. Helenal/-,  Seychelles 1 2. Trinidad 9d.
GENERAL OFFERS.  ROYAL VISIT ISSUES FOR
BASUTOLAND, Bechuanaland, Swaziland, S.A., S.W.A,
and S. Rhodesia 10/-;  Brunei 1947, 1 ,  2, 3, 5, 6. 8, 10, 15,
25, 30, 50c. 4/4, $1 2 9 ; Australia 1940 3d. (186) 7 6 ;
1941 3 provs. 2 6 ;  1945 Duke of Gloucester 1 6 ;  1946

Mitchell 1 6 ;  Austria Vienna Fair (8) 1 -.
STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE REQUIRED FOR ALL
SENDINGS (S.A.E.). 10% NEW ISSUE SERVICE.
BULLETIN NEW ISSUE< ETC,, I d .  ILLUSTRATED

LIST CHEAP SETS I d .  and 1d. S.A.E.

T u CMITU (Le t ts  & Co.) Established 1920, f l ,  OMI  I fl 6S $T KILDA ROAD. LONDON W.13

MAKE YOUR OWN RADIO ! I !
You  can make a first-class Radio Receiver o r  Amplifier
if you use a Sparks’ Data Sheer to explain, i n  detail,
and show you, by fine full-size Dril l ing, Assembly and
Wir ing Plans, how to do  i t .  A l l  designs are guaranteed.
LATEST RELEASE.  The  Chal lenger  Por tab le .
A powerful self-contained set for A.C./D.C. Mains.
M L Waves, 6 in. Speaker, no aerial o r  earth needed.
Data Sheer 2 9 ;  M IDGETS (All-dry batteries), One-
valve Portable, No .  MP/1,  M L Waves, good ’phone
sigs., 2 6 ;  Tiny Two Portable No.  LO T ,  med. waves.
Local stations on  2|- in.  Speaker or greater range on
'phones, 2 6 ;  Three-valve Portable No.  LOS.  A more
powerful model. M/L waves, 3|- in. Speaker. 2 6 ;  Four-
valve Portable, No.  LO.16 .  Greater range and power,
5-in. Speaker, medium waves only, 2 6. MANY MORE
DESIGNS.  34 Da ta  Sheets avai lable  covering

Ma ins  and  Ba t te ry  Sets and  Amplifiers.
SEND STAMP for L is t  A .35 47 and w i th  Order .

COMPONENTS CAN BE SUPPLIED.
SPARKS’  DATA SHEETS

9 ,  Phoebeth  Road,  Brock ley ,  London  S.E.4
~ ■ - * (’Phone: Lee Green 0220) = ~ ~

GEM APPROVALS
I can now take a FEW more applications for

these tremendously popular approvals.
♦ ♦ ♦ NOT TOO MANY— PLEASE ♦ • ♦
Jan. Winners—0625, 0650, 0(566, 0699, 0709

G.  E. MOAT
"Leewards , "  Glastonbury Chase,  Westc l i f f ,  Essex

FREE— 5/ -  GREAT BRITA IN  K .G .  V I
This scarce high value stamp wil l be given free to al l

| genuine applications for our famous ONE PENNY
APPROVAL BOOKLETS of BR IT ISH  COLONIALS.
These Booklets abound w i th  JUBILEES,  CORONA-
TIONS. VICTORY, BI-COLOURED PICTORIALS
and the latest K.G. V I  stamps. The best value on
the market. N.B.  Enclose 2 |d .  stamp for Postage.
S.  FENLEY LTD. ,  W in ton ,  BOURNEMOUTH

STUDY AT HOME FOR

MATRICULATION
Wolsey Hal l  (Est. 1894) w i l l
coach you by post for London
Matric.; School Cert., Engin.
Prelim., Lond. B.Sc. Degree,
Teachers* exams., etc. Tuit ion
continued free i f  you fail; low
fees, instalment' PROSPECTUS
FREE from Dire, tor of Studies,

Dent. GK  I .
WOLSEY  HALL,  OXFORD

IAN ALLAN LTD.  33 ’ KnoI ,ys  Road

MAILORDER idcO wf lVE  STREATHAM
" S jtfay S.W.1COEPT. Post free

Spotter’s Log Book & D ia ry l  948 2. 6J
Titled Trains ■by C. J .  AllenI 2nd Edition . . 8/-
Pullman and Perfection ...................................... 1 /11i
Studies i n  Steam ................................................. 2 6
Trains Illustrated, No. 8 ...................................... 12
My Best Railway Photos, Nos. 1,  2, 3, 4 5, 6 or 7 1 8 )
Trains Annual by C. J .  Allen), 1948 8/-
Locomotive Engineers of L.N.E.R. (by Ben Webbi 3 3
Locomotive Engineers ot G.W.R. by Ben Webb 1 8}
Locomotive Engineers of S.R. , by Ben Webbj . .  3 9
British Electric Trains ...................................... 5 /3
Overground (Review of London Transport),

1900-1947 ............................................................. 2/8
A.B.C. of Locomotives, 1948, S.R., G.W., L.M.S.

or L.N.E.R. .................................................. 2 2 *
Pictorial Lococalendars 2 S i

BOOKS:
“Miniature Building Construction” . . 8 6
L.M.S.R. Loco. Ref. Book . . ’ . . 3
Titled Trains of  Gt .  Bri tain . . 1 6

RAILWAY ACCESSORIES: 00 0
Corridor Coach Kits,  complete Wood

Parts and Drawing 12 6 18 6
Coal Bunkers 1 /3 1 6
Single Seats wi th  Timetable . . 3 6 3 6
Pea Ijimps, Min. S.C., Sv . . .
Steel U.Q. Tubular Signals, Home or

Gd,

Distant . . — 11/8
Dit to Home and Distant combined . . — 17/1
Wood Station'and 17 in. Platform —— 18/

Modelcraft and Merco Building Lithos. Exley L.M.S.
and G.W.R. Coaches in  Stock.

Postage extra. “OU’* or  "0” Parts List  3d. per post.
TYLDESLEY & HOLBROOK M.E.T.Aj
109, DEANSGATE, MANCHESTER 3

“SKINLEY”  MODEL BLUEPRINTS!
New Ship Prints: 25 in. Floating Sailing Barge, set of  3
full size drawings, 10 6 ;  36 in. Sailing Yacht (restricted
class), 7/6 set of 2 prints; 43 in. Floating Destroyer
’’Javelin” class, set of 3 full size drawings. 17,6. Many
other types in ou r  Ship Drawing Catalogue, price 4d.
For model railway enthusiasts we have the ' ‘Skinley ”

Railway Blueprint Catalogue, also 4d.
JOHN E .  SK INLEY

132 ,  H igh  S t ree t ,  Southend-on -Sea ,  Essex
LILLIPUT FARM FOR SALE I !

Fine full-bodied scale models in up  to  8 colours, durable
metal, standard size, including: Fawner (21 ins.). Wife,
Maid, Catt le ,  Horses, Pigs, Poultry, etc.  120 models
for £3, carnage paid. Also ZOO, 85, £3, carnage paid.
J. BAGULEY. M idd le  HUI ,  PENSILVA, CORNWALL

'A  HISTORY OF  H IGHLAND LOCOMOTIVES”
By M.  C. V .  Atrc iUN 10/6 !*ost Free
Listing every Highland locomotive from the earliest
constituent companies onwards. Class dimensions,
building dates, works numbers, detailed yearly sum-
maries, renaming and renumbertnn together w i th
interesting notes. Stock lists in  full for the years 1865,
1922 and 1947, those for intermediate years readilv
derived. Officially checked by courtesy of the L.M.S.R.
Over 100 illustrations, wi th  many line drawings

especially for model enthusiasts.
Railway Hobbies Ltd., 86, Essex Rd., Southsea, Hants.

SHORTHAND in  One  Week .  Test lesson 3d.
DUTTONS (MO), 92, G t .  Russell Street,  W.C. t
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MECCANO
MAGAZINE

Registered at the Q.P.O., London, for traTumijjion by
Canadian Magazine Pojt.

EDITORIAL AND ADVERTISING OFFICES:
LIVERPOOL 13, ENGLAND. .

Telegrams: "Meccano Liverpool.”
Readers1 Saks and Wants. Private advertisements

(i.e., not trade) are charged Id. per word, minimum
1/ - .  Cash with order. Readers’ advertisements are
published as soon as possible; inclusion in the first
issue after receiving them cannot be guaranteed.

"Wonder Book of Motors," 4/6; "Wonder Book of
the Navy," 4/6; "Wonder Book of Soldiers/’ 4 6;
"Britain’s Wonderful Air Force," 3/6; "Britain’s
Wonderful Fighting Forces/' 3/-; Rapkin’s British
Empire Loose Leaf Stamp Album, 5/6; 110 copies of
"Stamp Collecting," 6/-.  AH in perfect condition.—
Payne, "Hillcrest,” Westerleigh, Nr. Bristol.

One Meccano 225/250 volts Transformer, Type
T20M, 20 volts output; ami No. 2 Gauge "0"  Signal
Box, in good condition. What offers? — D. Bayliss,
Lloyds Bank House, Martock, Som.

"Meccano Magazines,” 1943, 1944, 1945, 1946 1947;
good condition. What offers? Apply—D. A. Lilwall,
Tyn-y-Borth, Tai y Cafn, Denbighshire.

"Scout" Magazines, February 1943 March 1947
(four missing), 15/-.—8, St. John’s Avenue, Cbaddes-
den, Derby.

Electric Gauge 0 Railway Bassett -Lowke Royal
Scot Engine, Tracks, 'Trucks, Station, etc.; bought
Walkers & Holzapffel, May 1947; £35. — 103, Rossmore
Court, London N.W.l. Paddington 1316.

"Meccano Magazines/' January 1944 to December
1947 inclusive, 15/- or best offer.—Hilton, 7
Ranelagh Avenue, Hurlingham. London S.W.6.

Several 1/72 Scale 1914 War ModeL Aeroplanes;
super detail; reasonable prices. Collection British and
German Toy Soldiers. Stamp for particulars.—Green,
321, Kings way, Dundee.

WANTS
Trix, Dublo or Hornby Set and Accessories.—

Halton, 40, Garthdale Road, Liverpool 18.
Railway Postcards. Collector would purchase Ohl

Coloured Cards, Locomotives and Trains.—Edge, 19,
Greenbank Avenue, Heaton Mersey, Stockport.

"Meccano Magazines," 1937-1939, or 1931-1933.—
Payne, "Hillcrest," Westerleigh, Nr. Bristol.

"Meccano Magazines/’ May, June and July 1945;
will pay 2/- for good copies.— D. Bayliss, Lloyds Bank
House,' Martock, Soin.

"Meccano Magazines,” October 1946, March and
June 1947; good condition essential. Will pay full
price and postage.— Lewes, 47, Hills Road, Cambridge.

Hornby Dublo Clockwork Locomotives, Coaches,
Goods Wagons, Straight and Curved Rails, Points,
Will buy separately in good condition. State price.—
Guthrie, 18, Rathen Road, Manchester 20.

Hornby Clockwork or Electric Locomotive, Lionel
LoCbmotive, Spares, 20 volt Transformer.—Craven,
60, St.  Anthony Road, Sheffield.

Pinions, Worms, Contratc Wheels, Gears of all
sorts and sizes, Sprocket Chain and Wheels. Toothed
Segments, Cone Pulleys. Fly-Wheels, Boilers com-
plete or parts, Ball Races, Steering and Flanged
Wheels, also Cylinders bought. State price and con-
dition.— Parker, 6, Heol Gwrgan, Whitchurch, Cardiff.

Hornby No. 1 Tank Locomotive (6 volt permanent
magnet type), Speed and Reverse Control Switch,
also Accumulator for same. Details and price to—
L Williams, "Northgate/’ Roman Road, Middles-
brough, N. Yorkshire.

Geared Roller Race; Three Hub Discs; One Fly
Wheel; Flexible Plates No. 197. Good price offered.—
N. P. Steele, 76, Addiscombe Road, Croydon.

never bores. Comprising wtand and four mag-
netic rings. Height. 2*. Packed in * r i i
carton with full imtrurtioiiM. Price O I I .

Post du Packing 4d. ertra.

WILMS LOW MODEL COMPANY
WATER LANE, WILMSLOW, CHESHIRE

Your nwii order by return of post.
We have a tip*top selection of model railway and
aircraft kits and accessories. Railway kits in
‘ '00" and "0"  gauges. Trix constructional sets.
Diesel and Petrol Engines. Wilson Lorries. The
largest stock of aircraft accessories in the North.
Send 3d. stamp for new comprehensive S-pagc 1948 list.

- - - -  CIGARETTE CARDS -----
Special list of BARGAIN OFFERS Price 3d.

Order 1947 Catalogue now . . . Price 2 Z3 f
lists over 2,000 series.

The London Cigarette Card Co. Ltd.
Box M .  30 .  Wellesley Rood. Chiswick. W.4

35 mm, films. All descriptions from 6/-. Baers, 176,
Wardour St., London W.L  Hire Programmes 10/-.

READERS'" SALES AND WANTS
SALES

Complete set of "Meccano Magazines,” March 1935-
Deceiuber 1941: perfect condition. Wh.it offers.—*
Akehurst, 17, Merlin Grove, Beckenham, Kent.

3.5 c.c. Dyne Petrol Engine, Coil, Condenser, £4;
also mode! Marine Steam Engine} 30/-; excellent con-
dition.— Barber, 305, Warminster Road, Sheffield 8.

Scottish, English and Dominion Army Badges.
S.A.E. for list.— Browning, Well Hill, Minchiuhainpton,
Nr. 'Stroud, Glos.

Railway Books and Pictures; pre amalgamation
1923. S.A.E. for list.— Walker, J, Leadhall Crescent,
Harrogate, Yorkshire.
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“Quick Dad Points!"

Loads of Fun
Every minute spent playing wi th Hornby
Trains is brimful of thrills and enjoyment.
Hornby Trains are strong-pulling, long-

running, tested and guaranteed.
Prices of Hornby Gauge '0'  Clockwork Train

Sets from 21 - including tax.

Obtainable ONLY
from Meccano Dealers

MECCANO
Engineering for Boys

Every boy is happiest when he is inventing, creating
and constructing— that is why boys still find Meccano
the most fascinating hobby in the world, There is
nothing like i t  for young engineers who are keen

on developing their own ideas.

Complete
Outfits
from

7 '6
me. Tax

IN  ENGLAND BY MECCANO L IM ITEDMADE
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H O R N B YH O R N B Y  =

OUBLO
ELECTRIC TRAINS

are here again *

Smal l  suppl ies  of these  long-axvaited t r a ins
a re  now becoming available.  Here  is you r
chance  t o  get t he  Per fec t  Table  Railway.

Comple te  se t s  ONLY wi l l  he  ava i l ab l e  a t
f i rs t .  Of  t he  sets  i l l u s t r a t ed  be low the  Tank
Goods  Set is now ready.  The  L.M.S.  "Duchess
of A tho l l ”  Se t  and  the  L.N.E.R. "S i r  Nigel
Gres l ey”  Set  wi l l  fo l low.

Ob ta inab le  on lv  f rom Meccano  Dea le r s .

EDG7 Tank Goods Set, L.N.E.R..  L .M.S.. G.W.R.,  S.R.

I DP I  L.N.E.R. Passenger Set
Price 185 - (including tax)

EDP2 L.M.S.  Passenger Set
Price 210/- (including tax)

supplies will be very limited
because Export must have preference.

MADE IN ENGLAND BY MECCANO LIMITED

Pmtis i tFT* KY Mr.CCAX'O Lm . B txxs  Roxn ,  LIVERPOOL 13 ,  EsTd.Asn
priit'st LAL, LorH/m
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